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ftilTORICAk IOC1KT3 5
weather on Sep-
tember 10, Goodfair3 IFAIR generallytonight and
Sunday Roads Day, willbe a good thing to pray
for.
EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED FRES3 LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
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nrnnoTi come up before autumn and a monthor more of delay would consequently CATRON 1AY RECONSIDEROFFER 10 result. Whatever the verdict, many ATTEMPTS
TO GET
FOUR CHANGES
CURRENCY BILL
months, perhaps years, ot litigation
matches today in the sixth round of
the tournament for the
tional lawn tennis champonship. John-
son put out John R. Suachan of San
Francisco, three sets to one, by scores
of
Williams eliminated W. M. Wash
could follow in appeals from the ver-- i
diet.I mmTHAW 0
YOUNO OIES Till
MOONING FROM
INJURIES'
IS
-
HUERTA'S
PRESENT PLEA
During the life-tib-e of this
..Thaw could remain in Cahada. L TARIFF REPUTEFALLIII! his lawyers believe, and they cite thecase of Gaynor and Greene, who re-- ,
DETERMINED STAND BY AMERISENATOR FROM NEW MEXICO OF-
FERS HIGHEST SUBSTITUTE
YET HEARD FOR PROPOSED
FREE RAW PRODUCT SCHEDULE
BANKERS' RESOLUTIONS COM-
MITTEE PRESENTS SCHEDULE
OF IMPORTANT AMENDMENTS
TO ADMINISTRATION ACT.
IMMIGRATION AUTHORITIES OF
DOMINION ISSUE ULTIMATUM
TO MATTEAWAN FUGITIVE IN
JAIL AT SHERBROOKE
WHITE HOPE WHO FACED JESS
WILLARD LAST NIGHT AT VER-
NON RECEIVED INJURY WHEN
HIS HEAD STRUCK FLOOR.
CAN ADMINISTRATION, COUPL-E-
WITH FOREIGN PRESSURE,
MAY INDUCE HIM TO YIELD.
burn of New York in straight sets,
.
The games in the tournament were
somewhat delayed today owing to
heavy rains during the night
John R. Strachan of San Francisco
was drawn against Wallace F. John-
son of the Davis cup team on the
grand court, while R. Norris Williams
of Philadelphia played with William
Washburn of New York on one of the
side courts.
Owing to early morning Bhowers it
was nearly noon before the play be
mained in Canada for years while
their counsel fought legal proceedings.
Whether this course will be adopted
will rest in large measure with Thaw
himself.
Thaw to Have Church Services
That Harry K. Thaw will have Sun-
day services held in his cell In the
announcement made by G. M. Mo- -'
pish, who is iri this city representing
the personal interests of the Thaw
famll'und looking after the comfort
of the
"I endeavored to get wmisHion from
d'..'' f to allow me to take Harry
HE DEFERS SPEAKING ON IT MAY URGE THEM IN CAPITALATTORNEYS CHANGE PLANS KNOCKOUT BLOW NOT CAUSE
PHYSICIANS WORK FOR 30 MIN
DELEGATION WILL'LIKELY JOUR
WILSON DELAY88IS MESSAGE
MAY NOT REVEAL DETAILS OF
NEGOTIATIONS AS TENDING TO
EMBARRASS ANY REVERSAL
MEXICO MAY UNDERTAKE.
gan. Johnson and Strachan were al- -
WITH SMOOT, PENROSE AND
HE WILL BE GIVEN
HEARING NEXT WEEK WHEN
THE VOTE COMES UP.
MAY DEFER HEARING AND FIGHT
DEPORTATION MEASURES, POS-- '
SIBLY FOR YEARS, AS IN OTHER
FAMOUS CASES.
NEY TO WASHINGTON TO PRESS
CLAIMS OF FINANCIERS UPON
CONGRESS NEXT WEEK.
loted the grand court, while the
contest was placed
on the adjoining court.
Johnson opened the contest with
Strachan in a slow and deliberate
UTES OVER PROSTRATE FIGHT-
ER; THEN RUSH HIM TO HOS-
PITAL AND OPERATE.
CEREBRALjiEMOERHAOEiFATAL
to e'hirch," said Mr. McLeteh, "but j
this he declined to do. I will arrange 1 Washington, Aug. 23. Free raw Chicago, Aug. 23. The resolutionsTHURSDAY'S DEBATE A HELPPRISONER IN FULL CHARGE committee this afternoon reported to
the meeting of bankers baking recom
ve a min.sfer visit him v 01 was lne center or tne tantf iignt
(t conduct services a- agaiu today m the senate. Democratic
however, to h
in Uis. cell in
mendation for a curency law. The
manner, and devoted the first set to
studying the strong and weak points
of his opponents play. After the first
set he seemed to find Strachan's game
comparatively easy. With his pecu-
liar chop strokes, chnge' of pace and
better gcneralshia Johnson hnrl tho
committee found that while the Owen-L- i
lass bill contains many excellent
SHOWED PROVISIONAL EXECU-
TIVE THAT UNITED STATES
WAS BACK OF PRESIDENT RE-
GARDLESS OF POLITICS.
ROGER O'MARA, COMING TO "SIT
ON LID" FOR FAMILY, HAS NOT
ARRIVED AND DETAINED MAN
' REMAINS IN COMMAND,
leaders hoped to vote berdre adjourn-
ment on the substitute schedules. An-- ;
other substitute was offered today
by Senator Catron, republican, of
(New Mexico carrying ibe highest
BUT OTHER COMPLICATIONS ARE
TOO NUMEROUS TO LIST; ALL
PARTIES TO BOUT ARRESTED
BU TRELEASED TO ATTORNEY.
matures, it could be improved mater-
ially by amendment. They agreed
propriate to the conditions. .Mr. Thaw
:3 a church member and has always
been. He is a Presbyterian and I will
accordingly try to have a Presbyterian
minister visit,, him.
'Anything else that I can do to
make Hie time pleasant for him will
be done."
Californlan on the defensive. By clev
i rates of any yet proposed.
Senator Jones offered as an amend- -
ment the principal portions of his Los Angeles, Salif., Aug. 23. John
bill for an inheritance tax, which
would levy on all transfers 0;' props-
' erty in the United States except the
Philippines, graduated rates begin- -
William lnjnp. nt i r,pr unf nr transfpra nf ti..
Jerome Enters Fiffht
Albany, . Y Aug. 2- 3-
Washington, Aug. 23. Foreign gov-
ernments, some of which have recog-
nized the Huerta governmeHt in Mexi-
co, are exerting such pressure on It
to yield to the demands of the United
States government that developments
may cause President Wilson to defer
the reading of his message to con-
gress on Tuesday.
Administration officials took that
view today. Dispatches from John
Lind described a more conciliatory
disposition on the part of the Huerta
officials as a result of the senate de-
bate Thursday in which President
that under the bill as it stands state
banks could not be induced to join
in the federal reserVe bank plan. In-
stead of 12 reserve banks as contem-
plated at Washington, the committee
advocated one and declared in no
case should theie be more ttj. five
Whatever the new law, it must be
based on the gold standard, declared
the committee, and to be a success it
must satisfy bankers and business
men alike.
When the committee on resolutions
of the meeting of bankers to discuuss
a currency bill esuumed its work to-'J;-
ilieer was little prospect that it
er lobbing and line passing hept
Strachan in deep court and gave h'm
but few chances for killing smashes.
Strachan was at a disadvantage
on the backline and he did not appear
able to get the lift to his strokes be-
cause of the peculiar spin which John-
son put on the hall. Johnson had no
difficulty in handling Strachan's ser-
vice.
Williams played a somewhat- care-
less game with Washburn, alio in'i
the Xew o- player a long lead in
the second act. The semi-finalis- on
Monday will be Niles and AVilliama
and Johnson and McLoughlin.
The latter pair met in the finals
last year. -
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Aug. 23. Out
of the tangle ot legal rea tape sur-
rounding the case of Harry K. Thaw,
detained in the Sherbrooke jail as a
fugitive from Matteawan, there issued
this afternoon what is understood .0
be an ultimatum from the immigra-
tion authorities. It was that Thaw, If
he so elected, would be aeported 10
Newport, Vt., as an undesirable, after
arrignment in court here on Wednes-
day, and then the certain authorities
would wash their hands. of the affair.
If he chooses not to subfhTt to de-
portation he will be hem nere under
the present commitment of being a
fugitive and will not have a hearing
(should he drop his habeas corpus
proceedings) until the October term
of court. This put the next step in
the case squarely up to tne prisoner
Tiavers Jerome, appointed a special
deputy attorney general to look aftar
the Thaw extradition case, has been
instructed to proceed at once to Can-
ada In this connection.- He will reach
Sherbrooke tomorrow. This announce-
ment came this morning from the e
of the attorney general.
It cacsed considerable comment for
the reason that when the announce-
ment was made yesterday of Mr. Jer-
ome's appointment as deputy it was
indicated specifically that his parti-
cular duties would be in the line of
000, and running up to 40 per cent for
$15,000,000, and 50 per cent for more.
In all states having inheritance tax
laws the local tax would be deducted
from the tax proposed unfTer the
amendment. Some mmor amendments
proposed by ' the finance committee
were also accepted and after a three-cornere- d
debate between. Senators
Simmons and James in which Mr.
Brandegee declared President Wilson
would turn a political somersault if
he signed the bill and the people
would place "one little wreath of lilies
of the valley on the democratic corpse
three years hence." The senate as
a committee of the whole approved
W. ("Bull") Young, Jr.j the prize fight-
er who was knocked out last aight by
Jess Willard, died at 9:23 this morn-
ing at the hospital where an opera-
tion was performed early today to
relieve cerebral hemorrhage. . The
surgeons who performed the operation
gave concussion of the brain as tha
cause of his death- - ,
An. early morning operation on
Young's skull, in an effort to relieve
a cerebral hemorrhage was at first
pronounced a success.
In additon to the hemorrhage of the
grain, those attending the fighter de-
clared that there were so many com-
plications that it was impossible to
enumerate them, although they denied
a report that his back was broken.
When Young was knocked out la;-t- .
night and failed, to revive four physi-
cians wfrted over Wra for SO minute.;
while six thousand 'tpscia-v- r t.'.xui
on their seats and waited for.Jhe- out-
come. '"" -
...
Those concerned directly in the flRht
were placed under technical arest im-
mediately after the seriousness of
Young's condition became known, Earl
Rogers, the attorney for the Pacific
Athletic club, under whose anspiees
the contest was staged, notifying tho
would be able to report its findings
until after noon. It was said that
the committee had agreed to suggest
certain amendments to the Glass-Owe- n
bill as follows:
i KUiiiiiiatug the .comptroller of
tho Currency and the" se'teiury; cj api
Wilson was unanimously endorsed in
his efforts to bring about peace.
President Wilson's yiusistence on
the original propospls had demonstrat-
ed to Mexico the futility of sending
an envoy, either "Smilio Rabnsa
Frederico GambS'.."Vo disousMh ,i't:
uation with President Wilson. The
United States has informed Huerta
that unless the envoy brough a verbal
TOURISTS SMASH RECORDhinibelf, a situation said to he very inducing the governor of whatever
WasIiiaiton.. Aug., 23.-J- -Astate to which Thaw might be de-
ported to turn him over to the New
York authorities. At that time the the wool schedule. Senators Smoot,
Penrose, Ia Follette and Catron an-
nouncing that they would defer speak-
ing on their substitutes until later.
Free raw wool will be voted on
next week when the free list is
reached.
answer to the American note his mis-
sion would be fruitless. No envoy is
expected but the results of foreign
pressure are expected to Dring about
important developments within a few
days. President Wilson meanwhile
practically completed his message to
congress and read it over to Secretary
Bryan late today.
canal zone during tne I.c.Bix moi.
of the present year and, reports re-
ceived at Isthmian steamship offices
indicate that the number of visitors
during the coming dry season will es-
tablish still another record. Froin-Januar- y
till July, 18,972 visitors In-
spected the great work, which is
nearly as many as the entire number
of sightseers viewing the canal in
attorney general seemed to be sure
that Thaw would be returned to Ver-
mont immediately after the disposal
of habeas corpus proceedings set for
next week. John Mack, who had been
at Sherbrooke for the state authorities,
came back to Albany this morning
and had a long interview with the
attorney general. By the announce- -
BULGARIAN ATROCITIES DENIED
London, Aug. 23. The Rev. Lyle D.
ment that Mr. Jerome would go to j Woodruff, a missionary at the Phillip- - 1912. In the last four years 68,064
tourists have landed in Colon on theCanada the state authorities now ad
Atlantic side, while only a few hunmit that a long delay may ensue be-
fore they can secure Thaw's return
to this country.
dred arrived in Panama city, at the
Pacific end.
popolls station of the American board
of commerce for foreign missions, ar-
rived in Lndon today with two Eng-
lish, colleagues for the purpose of de-
nying allegations that the Bulgarian
troops had committed atrocities at
Adrianople. The three missionaries
were engaged in hospital work in
Adr'anople. They presented a state-me-n
of their experiences to the Brit-
ish foreign office today.
ANOTHER BODY MEN
His lawyers conferred with him all
forenoon, but with what result was
not made known. Roger O'Mara of
Pittsburgh, reported to be on his way
here to "sit on the lid" for the, Thaw
family, had not arrived this afternotS
and Thaw was still the dominant head
of the proceedings.
District Attorney Conger of Duchess
county, Deputy Attorney General
Franklin Kennedy and others concern-
ed in getting Stanford White's slayer
back to Mattewan are waiting devel-
opments, meantime exerting pressure
on the Vermont authorities in antici-
pation of extradition proceedings In
that state.
Thaw was very petulant today, pari,
ticularly so over Roger Thompson's
declaration that he had been "framed''
into the Matteawan plot. His cell is
near Thompson'a but they have not
tried to talk to each other.
Thaw is still without persofaal
funds. His credit appears to be pret-
ty good, though, for imported cigars,
candy, fruits and other luxuries are
piled on his cot and table.
Should Roger Thompson decide to
"squeal" and give the inside of the
Matteawan plot, 'District Attorney
Conge' will recommend that immunity
in New York be granted Mm.
Rumors of a posslDie attempt to
"rescue" Harry Thaw from the prison
here so alarmed the provincial au-
thorities today that Sir Isomer Gouin,
premier of the province, telegraphed
in sheriff Avlemar askinc that offic
OCTOGENARIAN HANGS
HIMSELF IN Jill. GuT ill mum)
Huerta May Reconsider
Developments in the Mexican situ-
ation were moving swiftly today to-
ward a point where officials expected
to determine whether President Wil-
son would read his special message to
congress Tuesday. Direct advices
from Mexico City that . Provisional
President Huerta might wish to re-
consider his rejection of the Ameri-
can proposals before President Wilson
laid the negotiations bare before the
world have changed the situation-an- d
today the president's plans were con-
tingent on the moves of tne next few
hours.
Suggestions have been made to the
Washington government which indi-
cate a tendency on the part of the
Huerta officials to delay the issue. It
is known that Huerta has under con-
sideration a plan to send an envoy
BY RESCUERSN ALBUQUERQUE
SANTA FE BRIDGE FOREMAN WHO
DIED IN TUNNEL CAVE-I- IS
BROUGHT FROM ROCKY CELL IN
HEART OF MOUNTAIN.
JOSE ANDRES PINO Y BACA USES
CLOTHESLINE TO END LIFE IN
THE BERNALILLO COUNTY BAS-TIL- E
YESTERDAY v
culture from the federal reserve board
and Uxiug the personnel of the board
at seven members, composed of the
secretary of the treasury, three mem-
bers appointed by the president of
the United tSates and three members
hcosen by the bankers.
2. Removing the management of
federal reserve banks from politics by
limiting the powers of the feedral
agent or chairman of the board and
clothing the bankers advisory board
with a veto power.
3. Making membership of national
banks in the feedral reserve bank
voluntary instead of compulsory.
4. Limiting the number of central
federal reserve banks to five instead
of 12 as provided in the bill.
It is regarded as probable that the
meeting will result In the selection of
a committee to go to Washington in
the Interests of the amendments
which the bankers expect to agree on
before adjournment.
The resolutions were adopted un-
animously. They provide further that
the reserve banks shall be governed
by a board of seven consisting of the
secretary of the treasury, three mem-
bers appointed by the president of
the United States and three appointed
bythe bankers. Membership of state
and national banks in the reserve
banks Bhall be voluntary. Former
Congressman Charles N. Fowler, of
New Jersey, chairman of the house
committee . .. during the
Roosevelt administration and who
failed in a prolonged fight for the
adoption of his currency bill, was
present. He asked permission to
speak, but was donied because he was
not an accredited mem.itr of the meet-
ing.
Speedy Action Likely
Washington, Aug. 23'.r-Wi- th the d
insurgent democrats of the
house banking committee routed by
an eleventh hour coup in which Sec-
retary Bryan completely endorsed
President Wilson's plans for the ad-
ministration curreny bill, the caucus
today continued consideration of the
measure and took up the
features with the prospect of having
the completed bill presented to tho
house early next week;. Administra-
tion laders were more confident of
harmonious and speedy action.
GERMANS MAY EXHIBIT
Washington, Aug. 23. Many Ger-
man enterprises and industries' may
be represented at the Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition, despite the' "Berlin govern-
ment's decision to participate, ac-
cording to cable advices received to-
day by Director John Barrett of the
union. Special freight
rates and privileges are being plan-
ned for prospective exhibitors, who
are to meet soon to discuss their par-
ticipation. Mr. Barrett'si advices came
from an official of a large Germon
business house. ,
Trinidad, Col., Aug. 23. The body
of E. D. Stansell, the Santa Fe bridge
foreman who with four of his men
was killed in a cave-i-n in the old
Raton tunnel, was recovered early to-
day.
The bodies of Fred Fleener and
George Clement, two Trinidad car-
penters, are still in the debris. Coro-
ner C. M. Bayne of Colfax county,
New Mexico, will conduct an investi-
gation into the disaster this afternoon
at Raton.
sheriff that he would ha personally-responsibl-
for their appearance when
desired. It was expected that more
formal action will he taken.
The men for whom Rogers guaran-
teed appearance Included Williard.
Charles F. Eyton, the referee, tho sec-
onds of both fighters and the promot-
ers of the bout, Thomas J. McCarey
and Al Greenwald.
Dr. G. A. Scroggs, one of the sur-
geons who performed th.e operations
on Young's skull, said this morning
that the cerebral hemorrhage) was
caused by concussion when tha fight-
er's head struck the canvass floor of
the ring and not by the right upper-cu- t
to the, chin witi which Willard
put him out.
Jess Willard, who had been placed
under technical arrest after the fight
last night, pending the outcome of
Young's injuries was taken Into cus-tod-
by deputy sheriffs on a charge
of manslaughter immediately after .
Young died.
Manslaughter ia the charge, and at
the district attorney's olilca it was
said bail probably would range from
$10,000 to for Willard down to $l,00O(,
for each of the seconds.
Later Willard'a hail was fixed at
$5,000 and1 that of each of tha others
at $1,000. All the defendants provid-
ed bonds and were released this after-
noon. Arrangements for Young's
funeral were in charge wday of his
brother, Noah Young. Itl was ex-
pected the body would be taken u
his father's home at Glenn Hoc k..
Wyo., for burial.
The promoters of the fight, Thomas"
McCarey and Al GreeawaM, and thtv
referee, Charles Eyton, pxv& tlu
np to the authorities
learned of Young's death, re-
sides Willard, Greenwald, lUcCay-an-
Eyton, they will call for Huny
Giimore, Willard's manar; Tom
Jones, Ycuns's 'manager; Al Urh--
time keeper t the Vernon wn:,
Harry Manahan, Youngs' trailer, r,v. c
"Jim" Cameron, a m, 0 f
"Jack" ravins, t ...- -. - :
Eddie .
Albuquerque, Aug. 23. Jose Andres
Pino y Baca, 81 years old, possessor
of a police record dated back 15 years
at least, yesterday afternoon hanged
himself in the county jail at Old Al-
buquerque.
A jailer found the body at 5 o'clock
yesterday afternoon dangling at the
end of a rope which he had fastened
to the top bar of a window. Baca was
dead, his neck being broken.
"The time is coming," the old man
told another prisoner about 4 o'clock.
The prisoner attached no significance
to the utterance at that time, and left
the room. No one saw Baca aftef
(Continued on Page Five.)
Salt Lake Bankers
Arrive to Look
Over Project
Lloyd Sigler, accompanied by
Mr. Pingress, a well known bank- -
er of Salt Lake City, and, Mr.
Gibson, also a proniient business
man of Salt Lake Ciy, arrived
in Las Vegas this afternoon to
begin a final inspection of the
ial to give his opinion as to whether
the ordinary staff at the prison was
protection enough against a "raid."
The sheriff telegraphed the premier
that he had no fears on this score,
although he thought an armed guard
would be useful to escort the prisoner
to court.
Thaw will probably never have a
writ Ptuat until tine jailer entered the room
IOWA WINS HERRICK CUP
Camp Perry, C, Aug. 23. With the
conclusion of the 1,000 7ard stage to
hearing on the habeas corpus
GARRISON TO SEE BUSTING
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 23. Secre-
tary of War Garrison and his party
at 8 o'clock this morning left Fort
D. A. Russell, where they passed the
night, for the Pole Mountain maneu-
ver reserve, 30 miles northwest of
Cheyenne.
They will retum to Cheyenne at
2:30 and attend the Frontier Days'
celebration, witnessing contests to es-
tablish world's championship broncho
busters and steer ropers. '
day, the Herrick: cup match, under th
Camfield irrigation project that j
proceedings by his counsel, according
to a statement by them today. The
date for this hearing has been set for
next Wednesday, but the entire ha-
beas corpus proceedings will be drop-
ped before their latest proposal is
carried out.
This Is to have the write withdrawn
and 'permit Thaw to face trial on the
trial on the defective charge on which
he was committed to Jail by Justice
Dupuis at Coaticook.
In this event Thaw would appear
before a
.magistrate and select the
method of his trial, whether it should
be by jury or by the court without
a jury. Should he elect a trial by
jury his case would hot ordinarily
an hour later to summon the inmates
fo supper.' Baca was In the ward, on
the second floor of the jail, where
petty offenders are incarcerated. The
room where Baca hanged himself was
ope,n to other prisoners, but none of
them chanced to enter that room
4 and 5 o'clock.
Baca used a short piece of clothes-
line. Prisoners used the line to hang
their clothes on. The aged prisoner
cut it down unobserved and went to
the unoccupied room. He stood on
the sill and fastened one end to the
top har. He made a noose, slipped
it over his head and jumped off the
sill. The rope was so &ort that his
feet were only two feet below the Bill.
is situated several miles north
of the city.
These men represent th par- -
ties from that city who several
months ago took a big interest
in the project but on. account of
conflicting business matters
4 have been unable to make any
definite statement la regard to
the project. Accompanied by
Judge D. J leany and a nmnher
of others they this afternoon
j. ja o frin over the project.
auspices of the National Rifle
went to the Iowa team with
a score of 1,720. The 'tTster was-sers- "
were second with .1,027, but as
the team was not made up of service
men, second prize goes to the Massa-
chusetts second team with, a score
of 1,702.
The United States cavalry team
took third place with a score of 1,691.
The Ilc-rric-k match is shot over the
same course that the international
Palma trophy match will be shot. In
59.ll, the last year in which the Pal-
ma match was shot, the high score
was 1,720.
PEACE CONGRESS CLOSES
The Hague, Aug. 23. The twentieth
universal peace congress held its
closing sitting in the Knights' hall to-
day. The delegates voted to hold
the next congress at Vienna in 1914
and it was decided to take to that
congress the invitation of the mayor
of San Francisco to hold the 1915 con-
gress in San Francisco.
JOHNSON AND WILLIAMS WIN
Newport, R. I Aug. 23. VTifllace
F. Johnson and It. Norris Williams,
Jr., both of Ihiladclphia, won their
4
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Now Thaw claims underhand influ-- 1i triumph over law? Is the Thaw
enoes are at work. Nothing said
about how, ho got out of Mattcawan.ESTABLISHED 1879. FIRST SHOWINGPULPITAN D
Choir LoftPublished ByTH". OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Incorporated.) PAL
o
Maybe things would be easier for
the raggers in Elkdom if they were
to name some new squirm '"The Elk
Amble."
o
And Kansas got some rain. This
reminds us that Kansas can be drier
and wetter than any other state In
the union.
o
It's not the boosting that mends the
M. M. PADGETT EDITOR CHURCH OF TFE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION Adrian Rabeyrolle.
pastor.
Fist mass at 6:30 a. m; second mass
The first shipment of Fall Shoes has arrived and is now ready for your
inspection you'll find all the newer lasts and style models in all popu-
lar leathers all sizes and widths vii)j you an excellent variety from
which to choose. Come in and see them.Entered it the posioffice at' Last road, it's the 'ammer, 'ammer, 'ammor,
on the 'ard 'ighway. (Apologies toLas Vo-;a- New Merico, for trans
mission through the limited States
mails is tccond class matter.
Chaucer.)
o
Let us hope for his sake that Mr.
McCall, the Tammany nominee willTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
Tan Elk shoe, 14 button model, Goodyear welt sc le,
a rainy day shoe of exceptional quality $5.50
Other moleds in Tan. Willow Calf, Gun metal, pat-
ent Colt, Viol Kid and Brown Buckskin at $3.50
up to $5.50
Tan. Lotus Calf, new Cub toe, 14 buttons, medium
military heel and medium short vamp, a very
desirable street shoe $5.00
A genuine K.iede Calf, I t button model with AE-R-
toe, an extremely dressy she, for $4.0Q
money to go hand In hand with the
fugitive into remote states and coun-
tries, always at war with decency, al-
ways in conflict with society, always
tempting, buying and debauching the
weak and the vicious?
The Thaw money is a curse because
it has produced a degenerate In whose
behalf it has been able to degrade
even the degraded, to exniblt the in-
firmity of the state, to expose the fee-
bleness of our laws and to make the
American boast of equality a jest
among the nations. It has. taken the
Thaw money some years to humiliate
New York utterly, but it has gained
the day at last, accursed though it be.
o f
CEMENT (JUTTEKS
The city and the Y. M. C. A. have
set a worthy example of progress in
the building of cement gutters before
their buildings. Other business men
and property owners having at heart
the Interests of Las Vegas will do well
to follow out this example.
The material of which the local
streets are made is an excellent one
and were it properly drained would
be able to resist the washing effect
of rains to a great degree, so that
practically rains would not hurt the
streets. But drainage along the earth
itself washes it out. Most of- the
streets need more crowning that the
water may drain .readily toward the
sides. When this crowning Is made
the water will run at the sides of
the streets and uuless guttering Is
also done each street will be neatly
at 10 a. m. Sunday school In English
and Spanish at 3 p m-- , In Spanish at
3:30 p. m. Rosary mi benediction
of the blessed .sacrament at 7:30 p.
m. ,
Sunday school for English speak-
ing and Spanish speaking children
every Sunday at 1:30 P. m.
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR-ROW- S
Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun-
day excepted. Second mass 8.30;
sermon In English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
at 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra
Per Copy
One Week ' 15
One Month 65
One Year $7.50
Daily, by Mail in. Every pair guaranteed to give sat- -Our complete stock of Buster Brown Shoes for children is now
isfactory service or a new pair free.
One Year $6.00
Six Mouths 3.00
not have the first syllable of his name
changed to RE.
o
Santa Fe Elkdom Is now In the
throes of a dissention regarding rag-
ging at the lodge dances. We can
only say to both factions, Hop to it!
o
Now the bankers want to get a hand
in the curency measure's framing. If
we let a few more fingers Into this
currency pie, there will be no room
for plums.
o
And the wool scrap is opening up
some more. Wish it would bust wide
open. A little publicity about free
wool and what it will do will not hurt
New Mexico any.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
65c to $3.50
Laa VeasLeading Store
One Year $2.00
Six Months
JL? W .... ? f
Interwoven
Socks for
Men
Guaranteed
"DIME"
Guaranteed
Socks
6 Pairs 60c
jT VLVrW7,0 APS ffff -- 70rSJ(Cash In Advance for Mail Subscrip 6O071tions.)
Remit by draft, check or money or- - Established 1862 South SidoPlaja.dr. If sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on
Wilson will now bust loose with a
few thousand words. Pray that hedecorated with a series of small pud
tomorrow morning andusual hour
evening.
In every home where there is a
baby there should also be a bottle of
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It may be
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane, mass very fourth
Sunday by the pastor.
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National
avenue, East Las Vegas.
Fourteenth Sunday after Trinity,
August 24, St. Bartholomew's Day.
Holy Communion, 7:30.
Sunday School, 9:45.
Morning prayer and sermon 11.
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
Hymn 505, "Fight the Good Fight,"
(W. Boyd.)
Venite Exultemus Domino, Chant,
(Robinson.)
Gloria Fatri, Chant, (Robinsn).
Te Deum Laudamus, (Thomas.)
Benedictus, Chant, (Anon.)
Hymn 437, "Come T'nto Me," (J. B.
Dykes.)
Sermon.
Hymn 459, "O Worship the King,"
(W. Croft.)
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR
needed at any time to correct sour
stomach, wind colic, diarrhoea or
summer complaint. It is a whole
dles every time it rains or a neat lit-
tle arroyo all the time.
Gutters will enable Las Vegas to
have good streets and yet not go to
the expense of paving for many years
to come. Good streets are a great
asset to a town. Bad ones are about
the worst adervtisement a town could
have.
Think it over, Mr. Business-Man-
o
some remedy, contains no opium, mor- -
pnine or injurious drug of anv kind.
Diarrhoea Quickly Cured
"I was taken with diarrhoea and Mr.
Yorks, the merchant here, persuaded
me to try a bottle of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Rem-
edy. After taking one dose of it I
was cured. It also cured others that
I gave It to," writes M. E. Gebhart,
Oriole, Pa. That is not at all unusual.
An ordinary attack of diarrhoea can
almost invariably by cured by one or
two doses of this remedy. It is one
of the most successful preparations
that has bee.n discovered. Thousands
have testified to Its value. For sale
by all dealers. ' Adv.
may send it in advance. Theodore
used to break a story of that sort on
Monday morning, too.
0
This Good Roads day plan must be
a mighty good one, since every section
in the state Is claiming to have origi-
nated it. Well, hop to it, brothers;
all we want is to get the work done.
. o
As a means of getting rid of his
cash, endearing himself to a large and
growing public and helping the poor
farmer, we commend the building of
Price 25c and' 50c per bottle, Sold byCentra Onie Co. Adv - SI
Advertisers are guaranteed the
largeEt ilaily and weekly circulation
.)( any newspaper In northern New
Mexico. '
SH1LOH BOPTIST CHURCH
Corner Columbia and Railroad ave-
nues, Rev. W. Rj" Burgess, pastor.
Preaching il jl. m., and 8 p. m., by
the postor; Sunday school 9:45 a.
m.; B. Y. P U., 3 p m. All are wel-
come to attend these services.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Regular services every Sunday morn-
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
evening at 8 o'clock In 0. R, c. hall.
SALS OF FAMOUS OCEAN PIER
Atlantic City, N. J., Aug. 23.
GREAT GREAT Famous as. the oldest of the several
piers here and valued at $1,500,000
MEN FOK
THINGS
TELEPHONES
Business Office Main 2
News Department Main 9
SATURDAY, At'KUST 23, 1013.
prior to its almosts complete deduc-
tion by fire a year ago, the Ocean pier
was sold at auction today under fore
a coast-to-coa- rock highway to the
Laird of Skibo. It will beat librariesThe greatest thing demanded by
Presentation, Chant, (Anon.)
This church is open daily for pit
vate prayer and meditation.to a pale pink pulp.
this great age is to rear big- men and
to put the big men where laws are closure proceedings.o
made. You never can again make
business little nor break tig buslneess
NEW HOTEL FOR INDIANAPOLIS
Indianapolis, Ang. 23. The Hotel
eeveriu,, built at a cost of $1,000,000,
was opened to guests today. The
hotel is 12 stories in height and is
located in the heart of the bus'iiess
section. In equipment" &hd furnish-
ings it is declared to be, one of' the
finest in the COUntry.
Postmaster Antoine Deloria, Gard
THE DAILY POEM
30,000 VOICES!
Add flTaHyXfiihe Voices of East Las
Vegas People.
Thirty thousand voices What a
grand chorus- - And that's the number
of American men and women who are
publicly praising Doan's Kidney pills
Into little firms'. Business f?r?vw ner, Mich., speaks for the guidance ofthose troubled with kidney and bladhereafter must be on" the plan of the A A
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
Sunday school 9:45 a m.
Rev. j. I. Irnh&?f pastor,
Communion and" preaching 11 a. ni
Christian Endeavor 7 p. m.
Evening services 8 p. m.
GOOD ROAJS DAY
Dr. W. T. Brown of Valmora, who
originated the Idea of Good Roads
day for New Mexico, Is a busy man
these days. The doctor Is running up
and down the line between here and
. Raton telling all the people about
Cool Roada day nnd what they ought
uues oi me sea ana the courses of
the planets. Our demands, our ente
der regularities, and says "From my
own experience I can recommend Fo-
ley Kidney Pills. My father also was
cured of kidney disease, and many
neighbors were cured by Foley Kidney
Pills." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv. ,
rprises, our . The Cub ReporterHe's a wholly improvident aevil
Who cares not whence comes it nor
"smmercwl uioveinema
put yigantlo and the men
Who
tneir Jives W'o them like Hun why, .
First m. e. cHURCH-c- or
Eighth and Natioqfcl avenue. Rev. JD.
0 . Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9it5. Morning wor
tington, Harrlnrtl ana Jrfiu, line For he spends it as fast as he gets it
Ahd his debts mount up to the sky.
The daughter of A. Mitchell, Bag-
dad, Ky., had a bad case of kidney
trouble and they feared her health
was permanently impaired. Mr. Mitch-
ell says, "She was In terrible shapebut I got her to take Foley KidneyPills and now she is completely cur-
ed." Women are more liable to have
kidney trouble than men and will find
Foley Kidney Pills a safe dependable
cefelleri ATchbold andi Flagler
for relief from backache, Sidney and
bladder ills. They say it to friends.
They tell It to the home papers. Bast
Las Vegas people are in this chorus.
Here's an East Las Vegas case:
Fritz Sena, 1205 Twelfth St., East
Las Vegas, N. M., says: "I had back-
ache constantly for several weeks. In
the morning when I got up, I suffer-
ed terribly from pains over my kid-
neys. Exercise brought some relief
He's a reckless and prodigal worker,Morgan. "Carnegie and Gary, will ship with sermon at 11 o'clock. th
League, 6:45 p. m. Eveningtive a righ to share "of profit to pro He ropes in the yarns so elusive
He gathers the facts and arrays 'Cb&'ca worship with sermon at 8 o'clock.
TORONTO EXHIBITION OPENS
Toronto, Ontario, Aug. 23. With
everything in readiness for the public
and prospects for a successful season,
the Canadian National exhibition
opened Its gates today. The formal
opening will take place Monday, when
A cordial Invitation is extended to and honest medicine. O. G. Schaefer
portion to their abil'vly, adventure and
Investment, and little fellows who try
to apologize for their own failures by
barking and snarling "predatory
In symposiums sharp and conulWiVe.
We couldn't get on far without tiim,
ana Red Cross Dru? Store. Advall who have no other place of wor
o Jo at'ihat time, " r " ,,
i'Vpm appearapcea, V "
litt Ift telling. J-- "' , need do but
yl '.H fcA" -- vie are waking up
nsws f' with a gratifying readl- -
--nd are planning work with a
great deal more readiness. One thing
must be watched, however, and that
is that the enthusiasm be not allowed
to die off before the day set for the
big event. Too often In New Mexico
has a wor'.v project ended In talk.
This one nu'-.- t not lie atlowed to do
80.
ship to attend divine services at this
CAPTURE OF WASHINGTONchurch. Premier Borden will be here to dewealth" will only expose themselves But this fact is hidden from him;The columns we swear are so crowd Washington, Aug. 23. It will be 99 liver the address of the day. The
but didn't rid me of the trouble. The
kidney secretions bothered me, too.
Hearing so much said in praise oi
Doan's Kidney Pills, I got a box.
After I had taken a few doses, I could
to ridicule and contempt, for the peo-
ple are not to be fooled all of the
ed years tomorrow since a British armyFIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH exhibition this year is one of the most
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug.time. Less his stuff would be Blighty
slim.
We argue and swear when he strings
under the command of General Ross
entered Washington, having defeated
complete ever staged in Canada, dis-- .
playing the natural and manufactured;las avenue and Tenth street MornI believe in the greatest men for the
us ing worship and sermon at 11 o'clock.On "fakes" as long as they're flighty,Enthusiasm now aroused must be
see a change for the oetter. It dida't
require more than one box to mase
a cure. I have been free from kidney
trouble ever since."
greatest things, the greatest opportun-
ities for all men, the reatest liberty Bible study and Sunda;' school ses
6,000 American soldiers on their way.
Plans for an appropriate observance
of the centennial anniversary next
year are now being discussed.
products of practically all of the prov..
inces. A wide variety of entertain-- ,
ment has been provided for the ensu,-- .
lng two weeks.
increased rather than diminished But the good ones we print and arefor the greatest achievement of any sion at 9:45 , m. Society of Chris-
tian Endeavor at 6:30 p m.giad to,Every man must enter into the project For sale by all dealers. Price 60and every useful enterprise, with no With a n head and no fuss.with the true spirit of it. There must The church extends a most heartyobstructive laws. We are legislatin cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalobe no laggards and no idlers. New York, sole agents for the UnitedInvitation to all people. Strangers
and sojourners in the city especiallyHe rambles the street as a free lanceThe day is to be one of work and
for little things. The laws of nature
and the gifts of God call for legislation States.On station he gathers in "tips," welcomed. Remember the name-Boan'- s andthat shall approach the magnitude of
Kidney Trouble Began With a Lame
Back
J. L. Hack, 915 Eighth St., Lincoln,
111., was recently cured of a bad case
of kidney trouble that started with a
lame back, and says: "I am certalnlv
And we send out the star men and
take no other.tho things to be done, and to be grab them
work is what is wanted on the roads,
not air. The winds supply a suffic
iency of that, both hot and cold.
o
THE THAW MONEY
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Comer
YOU who require the best and purest
medicine see that you get Foley's Hon-e- y
and Tar Compound in preference-t-
any other for coughs, colds, asthma,,
hoarsness, tickling throat and liing
troubles. It is a strictly high grade
family medicine, and only approved
drugs of first quality are used in Its
manufacture. It gives the best results
and contains no opiates. O. G. Schaef
er and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv,
done by men great enough to do them
Chancellor James R. Day, In Les
And kindly look over his slips.
Of "bulls" he gathers In plenty, TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY thankful In getting a cure of my kidof Main and
Sixth streets, Rev. N. B.
Green, Pastor. Take LAXATIVE BROMO QuinineOf "bum steers" he hands in ratherlie's.
o
Tablets.' Druggists refund money ifThere will be nefpreaching service
ney trouDie Dy using Foley Kidney
Pills. Try them yourself. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
Adv.
more; it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's signaRaton is right behind Good Roads ture Is on each box. 25c. Adv.He brings in real news when he sees
it,
at this church tomorrow. Sunday
school will he held at the usual hour.
The congregation is urged to attend
other Las Vegas churches at the
day. Bully for Raton!
o
Wras there ever a greater curse than
the Thaw money? It has been an af-
fliction to its possessors from the
first, It has burdened society with
But he steeps all the crime-stuf- f in
Mexico will now resign from the gore.
should worry" club. CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00we discount his fads and hisBut
SURPLUS
$50,000.00Letting George do it will not help fancies,
; ' - MS- - , ialong Good Roads Day Verify all of his steers
o And teach to trust to his judgment
Tha Joy Of
Coming f 'aihsrhccj
A Wonderful Remedy That is a Natural
Aid and Relieve the Tenuon.
Mother's Friond, a famous external rem-
edy, la the only one known that is able to
reach all the ditrorent parts involved. It
The deadlv suicide Dact Is abroad And stay in the limit on beers.
profligacy, scandal and crime. For
several years it has been shamelessly
used to defeat Justice, to nullify law
and to corrupt the authorities of a
great state.
.If Harry Thaw had been born poor
he might today have been a worthy
man. It was not heredity that made
him what he is. It was money. Money
caused him to be an idler; money led
him Into evil associations; money dis-
torted his, views of right and wrong;
rFor star men die off or vanishin the land once again.
And the cub some time lands oh theirH
Let's be Irish enough to tag J. M. Cunningham, Presidentjob, ; D. T.
E. S.
Hoskins, Cashier.
Lewis, Ass't. Cash.Frank Springer, t.Then the ton men that are now sodeath penalty into the crime of suicide
clannish -o
Will joyfully hail him as "Bob."And the administration at last warn V EC G A. S
On Time Deposits
ed Mexico to be good. Naughty Mexmoney enabled him to contaminate
others; money at last gave him the Interest Pa.id$100 REWARD $100ico!
o ifcMMThe readers of this paper will bepleased to learn that there Is at leastvices wwhich unhinged him and add-ed murder to the long list of his of
fenses.
Plums are blame poor padding for one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, andthe. inside of a pie-cru- anyway. WeHaving ruined Thaw and others and that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cureprefer cherries. ,
Is a penetrating application auer me iur-mul-a
of a noted lamlly doctor, and lubri-
cates every muscle, nerve, tissue r tendon
affected. It goes directly to the strained
portions and gently but surely relieves all
rniilencv tn finrenpfto nr Strain.
carried him Into the very shadow of Is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be
"Naughty Mexico" is not so worse, By Its dally use there will be no pain, noing a constitutional disease requires
constitutional treatment. Hall's Ca
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS' BANK
CAPITAL STOCK - - $30,000 00
Office With the San Miguel National Bank
at that. It might do for a title for
musical comedy.
o
tarrh Cure s taken Internally, acting
. the executioner, the Thaw money then
cursed and degraded the state of New
York at two trials that brought Jus.
tice into contempt and scandalized
our courts throughout the world. It
was the Thaw money that saved him
from the death penalty; it was the
Thaw money that maintained a pro
distress, no nausea, no nans" ui
the period will be oneor other accident, and
of supreme comfort and Joytul anticipation.
all Mother's Friend 18To young women
one of the greatest of all helpful influences,
for It rolis childbirth of all its agonies and
dangers, dispels all the doubt and dread,
all sense of fear, and thus enables the mind
and body to await the greatest event In a
woman's life with untrammeled gladness.
tuhi.,'. ij i a most cherished
A rainstorm delayed the rescuers at
Raton. WTe thought the old tunnel
was at least weather-proof- .
o
Thnv are dedicating a palace of omoriv in tWn,i.,.n,i. ..f homes, and Is of
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby des-
troying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and as-
sisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in Its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that It
fails to cure. Send for list of testi-
monials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tol-
edo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists 75c.
Tako Hall's Family Pills for constip-
ation. Adv.
peace next week. Wish wo could ded
Wm. G. HAYDON
H.'W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS
President
Vice President
Treasurer
value as to make Itguch peculiar merit and
essentially one to be recommended by all
women. s
You will find It on sale at nil drug stores
at $1.00 a bottle, or the druguM will gladly
Do, u fn. ,. t ,iuf nnou It. Moth
icate a few good roada this week.
o -
tracted' contest in the New York
court3 to overthrow the Judgment of
Insanity y which his life had been
saved; it was the Thaw money that
schemed ceaselessly for a release
which could Hot be had by legal
' means.
In tho escape from Matteawan has
the Thaw money gained one move
Camlnetti is not going to deny Lola
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITSer's Friend Is prepared only by the
lirad-flel- d
Regulator Co., 17 Mimar 1!'dB- - A
lanta, (la., who will sen'l you by mall,
sealed, a verv Instructive book to expectant
Norris' story. Is this a bid for sym
pathy or has he really some fine in 3
Edm-ts- motliem. Write lor It y
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY, AUGUST 23, 1913.
O'Malley Gives Noonday Luncheons
MEAT PRICESFuneral to FansOn Tuesday night occurred the
funeral promised by
Charles O'Malley to local fight fans.
The event was attended by a large
but disappointed crowd. Seven rounds
of ladylike boxing were' served. Mr.
O'Malley was asisted In the serving
Scarce the Past Week
Noonday luncheons were scarce the
past week, most people attending only
one each day. This practice Is said
to be due to the warm weather we
have been having and Is not expected
to continue long. The high cost of
living, Indeed, will shorty make it pos
original play of . which "Chanticleer"
was a plagarlsm. In the palmy days
of Gross and his subdividing he nerer
was too extravagant in his expecta-
tions of what realty values would da
as a result of the increase of popula-
tion of Chicago, the cause of his down-
fall being that he was too far ahead
of the realization of his dreams to get
the profits from them.
to have the sleeves of different
depths.
The loose effect will also le mod-
ish, especially bofor-- breakfast. Tight
effects will not be fashionable except
in the front row at musical comedies.
Corseting will also be looser. The
idea is to wear the gamont so loose
as to be useless and yet fashion
It be worn, as it is one
more means of getting rid of Hubby s
hard earned cash.
Thus for fashion's sake women are
THE RISE DUE
TO SHORTAGE
by Stanley (Iron Man) Toakum and
one Battling Kelley of Denver, who
was a guest here a few days.
The jam was immense but was ably The sordid grip of millions upon the
sible for most society folk to do with-
out this feature of entertainment. This
will be a distinct loss and will doubt-
less cause a vacancy in the 'body so-
cial as well as mortal.
DROUGHT FORCES GROWERS TO
SACRIFICE STOCK AND USUAL
NUMBER OF BEEF, MUTTON AND
VEAL ANIMALS WILL BS SHORT.
sacrificing their waist lines, allowing
educational ethics of America is said
to have aroused smouldering indigna-
tion which is likely to break out Into
them to become, as it were, mere
wcisie lines. flame soon as result of the handicapsTuesday Club
Goes which have been placed upon one. bigChicago, Aug. 23. What will
eat instead of meat or what other
Cosmetics will hereafter be toned
to match the gown. For insfanoo,
when one of the deep cedar shades
Gone, But Not
' Forgotten
Miss Sally Ann Pickens, society ed-
itor of the Optic, being absent upon
her annual two weeks vacation, the
rest of the Staff, rather than see tne
society folk of Las Vegas left without
Sunday reading matter, have deter-
mined to struggle along as best they
may without her.
The appended items are the result
of their labors. Judge them not harsh
item will be cut off their 'Mils of fare
The Tuesday club met Wednesday
this week, because It was found that
the usual swimming would he available
-- is worn, aaric rea powder will be when the retail nri fr ct.,t.used. But when a lighter nink is ,0t, nt u .- )'""- - uc6m w ciiuvv iub eiiecis otused pale cerise will be the correcton that clay. The club session was
a very enjoyable one, the entire mem
Friday Afternoon
Bridge Club Meets
A session of the Friday Afternoon bership wading freely in the water
Bridge club was held yesterday, Fidel
shade for rouge.
Stockings will continue to be worn
this winter, not for warmth but to
match the slit-skir- They will also be
used to fool the police judge when ar
handled by the box office force.
Great disapointment' prevailed at the
insufficiency of refreshments.' i
The obsequies were the most cheer-
ful we ever attended.
Judge Leahy Entertains
at Decision Party
One of the swellest erents of the
past week was the decision party giv-
en by Judge D." J Leahy at his cham-
bers on the west side. The guests
Spent) a delightful afternoon there
Wednesday afternoon, playing argu-
ments. The judge himself acted as
referee and decided the game. A fine
hand picked decision .was won by C.
W. G. Ward, the district attorney.
Among those present were C. W. O.
Ward, Attorney General Frank W.
Clancy, John York, Chester Hunker
and several others of the. county road
board and the board of county
rests are made for Insurflcient cloth
university by the 'foundations" which,
by aiding superannuated , profesors,
win a degree of loyairy vo capitalistic
notions- which are unhealthy. The In-
sidious work of the foundations i3 to
stifle free education, say the heads of
this university and the outbreak
promises to disclose an attempt to
manufacture an aristocracy of educa-
tion which is not in harmony with the
Declaration of Independence and the
war of the rebellion. --Give a body
prestige enough, public standing and
power and it is able to do many things
t- - harass and cripple the college,
while on the other hand to follow
ucatiori of the land," said the head of
their wishes means to taint the ed-th- is
militant institution. "This sort
of thing has been going on for years,
until there are few universities where
the deluge of live stucic that .ias
arrived at the Chicago and other live
stock markets recently as the result
of the drought, short water and high
corn? That is what the wholesalers
of various commodities are figuring
on right now, the certainty that live
stock prices are going to skyrocket
heights before spring being based
upon the shortage that existed be-
fore the scorching began which has
compelled farmers and ranchers to
market hogs, cattle and sheep with a
rush. The country has been despoiled
of its live stock in a way that is be-
lieved to mark an era of new high
that coursed through Mayor Taupert's
new cement gutter in front of the City
Hall.
Mr. LeNolrlr Gives '
Ticket Series
Secretary Le Noir of the Y. M. C
A. gave a ticket Buries the 'ast two
days of this wapl: f.nd will coiu'nue
the events next week. He was assisted
in receiving the cash by Bliss Verna
Vastine of the Ridpath Lyceum bur
Ortiz, chairman of the board of coun-
ty commissioners acting as host. The
club met at Prince street and the
Gallinas river and discussed means of
bridging it. It was finally decided
that as the guest of honor (Right, Sal-
ly?) was absent, the meeting should
be- adjourned until It could be deter-
mined whether two card-table- half a
pint of pale pink punch and six sweet
cookies were available material for
bridging the gap.
After a recess, during which it was
decided that they were not, the gap
was temporarily abandoned, to be
bridged by Mr. Morrison when he re-
turns home.
Judge D. R. Murray
ly nor too well, for mere man can
never hope to rival Sally Ann. She
is the one, only and peerless writer of
society stuff and we modest members
of the Optic's personnel can never
hope to rival her.
However, society must be writ and
hence we are writing it.
This Is- - supposed to officiate as a
"society lead," the same being the
bane of editors, printers, operators
and pressmen, yea, even into the lowli-
est devil of the back office. Because
we fear that their patience will, be
sorely tried with the remainder of
the dope we shall turn out, this will
needs be but brief. The lead being
now led, lead on the rest' of the
stuff, as follows:
(P. S. We promise not to mention
refreshments.)
prices for all meats. That the big
meat packers will come in for indict
ing. Some of these latest hose are
so nearly matched to the flesh tint
that their presence cannc. bo detected.
These are especially fashionable inas-
much as they serve to e75.de the law
and yet are not especially noticeable.
In order to be within the pale or
fashion, many women this year are
bororwing their husband's or brother's
last years' top coat. latest ef-
fect is what i3 called' a "brother's
coat" and is distinctly mannish, 'n
but is intended quite as
distinctly for feminine wear. This
coat is carried to the extreme ol ma",
culinity, even buttoning up the front
as does a man's. It may be of
any material from Canton- Flannel to
CruFseb carpet. The wilder the piaid
the better it is liked. The latest modes
have a slit in one side to match the
slit in the skirt. A co-
-t of this scrt
will be very populasr witti the oue- -
4 v 4
Afternoon for
Albert Chavez
A quiet afternoon party which was
much enjoyed by at least four people
eau. Most of the local merchants
were guests.
The Usual
Poetic Effort
Sally Ann would have a blue-nose- d
chill if she thought we'd get out a
society page without a poem. After
searching through several old files of
the Optio and other papers in search
of one we might glean via the scis-
sors route we were forced to the con-
clusion that there was none to be had.
Holds Morning Party
Police Judge D. R. Murray was host
Monday morning to an assorted col
the poor young man can get an educa-
tion without having to put up with
humiliation and hardship which was
not contemplated by their founders
but which is being fostered by the
sprit engendered by the bodies, invest-
ed with many millions, which under-
take to Influence the ideas given you.ig
people, by the expenditure of a few
millions of tainted cash and the bene-
fits and credit captured run into fab-
ulous sums. This incubus must ba
uncovered to the people soon, and Ita
clutch must be shaken loose. Millions
must not dominate the colleges and
universities of the land if we expect
to continue as we began, a republic
In which all men are born free and
equal."
lection of guests. Some were vags
was held in the office of Chief of Po-
lice Ben Coles Thursday. The honoree
was Albert Chavez. The other guests
were those whom he had visited the
day before.
Mr. Chavez showed some reluctance
in attending so public a function but
his objections were finally overcome
by the host. Favors were given each
of the guests, the guest of honor pre-
senting the host with a fine embroid-
ered confession.
and the rest jags, thus lending infin
ite variety to the color scheme, which
ing and cussing is taKen for granted
by their attorneys. They always get
blamed for high meats. With receipts
of hogs enormous and corn prices go.
ing, up, range and farm cattle and
sheep coming to maraet by trainloads
because feed will be lacking or ex-
orbitant the situation of the big con-
cerns which convert livestock into
meats and :. not one en-
vied by. stock yards veterans. n
the upper and nether mill-
stones" they say. With the discon-
tent of sellers and buyers to contend
with they will have their hands full
as in other periods of readjustment.
The shortage of hogs this spring was
aided by the enormous losses of them
In Iowa and other states by cholera,
and that of cattle and sheep was due
to the passing of the range. With
wheat and flour high, fish in the grip
Consequently we commissioned thewas In green, yellow and silver. Ar office boy to write one. He struggledticles of these colors and of different
seevral hours and finally produced the
following epic. It suits us right down
to the ground.
A Wail
(Affectionately dedicated to the men
piece dress, as that garment may be
worn under It without troubling Hub-
by to button those hard ones between
the shoulders.
Fancy silk waistcoats, similar to
those worn by bartenders, race horse
men and college youths, are coming
into style again. Most of these are
cut on an angle of 70 degrees, trim-
med down the front with a row ot
small college pennants and Bulgarian
or other subdued embroidery. The
Dr, W. T. Brown Plans ,
God Roads Party Soon
One of the most brilliant functions
to be held in several years Is bem
planned by Dr. W. T. Brown of Vai
mora, It Is scheduled to take place
on September 10. The fxictlon will
be in the nature of a Good Roads par-
ty and the guest list is said to be a
very extensive one. In ract, it Is un-
derstood that it will include most of
the men in the state.
Picks and shovels, crowbars and
other interesting outdoor games will
be played and a socially elite affair
is expected. Prizes in the shape of
sore shoulders, sunburned backs and
blisters will be awarded the most in-
dustrious.
The scope of this entertainment Is
so broad that those who are not in-
vited will be utterly beyond the so-
cial pale and must expect to be os-
tracised for their failure to appear at
who read Society)
This society slum
Puts a gink on the bum
Writing fashions, pink teas and such
of a trust and many staple groceries
Rainy Day Party
For Santa Fe Elks.,
The local Elks were hosts last Sat-
urday and Sunday at a rainy day
party for the Santa Fe Elks, who were
here to play baseball. A variety of
hits, assists, put-out- s and crorrs were
served, but it is a deplorable fact
that the local boys did not see their
guests well served with these, grab-
bing most of the choice ones for them,
selves.
slush.
I'd like to get wise
To the poor chap that buys
The paper to read just this mush.
scarce what can be substituted for
meat? The retailer of meats is be
ginning to worry and "he should."
denominations were deposited as
"costs" after the party.
The series Judge Murray has been
holding for some months past is to
be continued in the future, that none
may be slighted, and special reference
and attention will be given hereafter
to those who drive cows on lawns,
ride bicycles on the sidewalks or hitch
or drive on the wrong side of the
street.
Splash Party is
Enjoyed by Administration
A splash party, in which water was
the principal entertainment offered,
was held last week In the spacious
apartments of the city council. Mayor
R. J. Taupert acted as host and a host
aldermen as the guests.
Pronounced and advanced Ideas up-
on the handling of water were ad-
vanced and made the subject of ar-
dent discussion at this session.
Debate upon this interesting topic
will be continued at the next Splash
to be given,, next month.
SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
Allen's Foot-Eas- e, the antiseptic
powder. It relieves painful, smart-
ing, tender, nervous feet, and Instant-
ly takes the sting out of corns and
bunions. It's the greatest comfort
discovery of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes feel
easy. It is a certain relief for sweat-
ing, callous, swollen, tired, achins
feet. Always use it to Break in
New shoes. Try ft today. Sold every-
where, 25 cents. Don't accept any
substitute.. For FREE trial package,
address Allen S. Olmsted, Le liov,
N. T.
He's a hot one I'll bet
Worst I ever met yet '
most modish touch is a handful of
printer's ink caught at the side in a
burlap bow.
d v
Fashions for
Mere Men.
Trousers will continue to be worn
this year as before. In view of the
lower tariff on wool, American de
And he powders Mi nose on the sly.
Colonel Padgett
Gives Fishing Party
Colonel M. M. Padgett entertained
this week at a fishing party. Tie
guests made the trip out to the lake
The threshing problem has been
added to the hot weather discomforts
by the prediction in Chicago that n
the northwest the harvest of oats and
barley would be simultaneous with
wheat this year, and that the crops
of western Canada will be a half bil-
lion bushels. Not many years ago
the threshing rig that would turn out
500 bushels was accounted satisfac-
tory, although today the combination
harvesting and threshing outfits will
signers are making these so that there
is slightly more of them in each pair.
Coats are also fashionable. They will
be worn outside the shirt, especially
It.
Pay Day Party
Well Attended
Chief Clerk Stocker of the
Santa Fe was host to a number of his
fellow employes at a pay-da- y party
last week. In the receiving line were
a number of prominent railroad men.
Checks and signatures were served.
in Colonel Padgett's large automobile.
A very enjoyable time was had.
in cooler weather, and even top-coat- s
will be worn by those able to afford
Among the guests were M. M
Padgett and others.
Later: This was called off at the
last moment.
i
PROMOTE HYGENIC WORK
Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 23. Local ar-
rangements are complete for the In-
ternational Congress on. School Hy
them.
The latest effects are belted around cut, thresh and sack fourteen to thir-ty acres of grain In one day. Even the
Line him up a bar
Ride him out in your car
But don't ever ask him to buy.
, . ,-r ;"-- - - - T - -
i
He's a sweet litle trick
Whom a fight makes quite sick.
Unless it's tea-figh- t of course.'
He's the cute little thing
And he thinks he can sing
Of all fashion he sure is the source.
This sweet-sill- y guff
With Its ballast of fluff
Is designed for such readers as" he.
Were It not for the pants
which his manhood enhance
It might well be said it's for She.
V V V
Fashions This Fall
Wil Be Startling'
Good clothes make women happy
also men. No woman, nowever, de-
sires to spend more than 99 per cent
the middle as a meal sack tied with
a broad1 satin ribbon. These are call-
ed sack coats.
For dress, black will continue to be
giene, which is to meet in this city
Monday for a session of five days.
The congress will bring together sev-
eral hundred notable educators, scien-tit- s,
health officers and civic welfare
workers from the leading nations of
the world.
stylish though for the college boy
increase of capacity has not solved
the problem but the task would have
been impossible had the threshers not
been provided with higher power and
higher speed machines which also are
able to travel from farm to farm at
higher speed; The efforts of the man-
ufacturers have been centered on the
new district where the areas of new
acreage added annually have been
THE SWITCHBOARD dark blue with a red, green
or plaid
tie is permissible. Hats will be felt or
cloth. Straw hats are positively
banned after November 30. The
latest effects are so arranged as to
be worn upon the crown of the head,
not hung over one ear as has beenOPERATOR HUSBAND
TIRED OF SEEING
customary this summer.
large, as in those opened by the new
transcontinental of Canada, the Grand
Trunk Pacific. The thresh of the new
crop will require particularly big in-
creases in machinery in western Can
of her time working over her clothes.
Only those who are fantastic are not
Constipation Is the starting pointin fashion. And we might also add for many serious diseases. To be healthat only those who are fantastic are EO SUFFERthy keep the bowels active and regu
lar. HERBINE will remove all accum
ulations in the bowels and put the sys
tem in prime condition. Price 50c
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
ada as the wheat, oats and barley rip-
ened almost simultaneously and the
aggregate was vastly beyond the larg-
est crop ever harvested, some 0
bushels. The means to thresh
that crop in time to get it started to-
ward markets before snow flies has
called for the shipment of trainload
after trainload of thresh rigs, the need
for which at the time was questioned
(n some quarters.
Procured Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound,
which made His Wife
a Well Woman.WISHED SHE
COULD DIE
in fashion.
Only sensible women are attracted
by the fads andfdllies of the seasons.
We are sure of this because all wom-
en are attracted and far be it from us
to hint that any of the dear critters
least of all Miss Sally Ann Pickens is
not sensible. Salty would tear the
office tip by the roots if we did any-
thing like that, and beside, she's li-
able to do that any way when she
gets back. That is, provided she sur-
vives the sight of the Bheet this week,
Every woman shoutd have one
touch of color in her costume this
season. A creme de menthe frapped
on the side of a large green cheese
cut on the bias and attached to the
Middletown, Pa. "I had headache,backache and such awful bearing down
pains that I could not be on my feet at
times and I had organic inflammation so
badly that I was not able to do my work.I could not get a good meal for my hus-band and one child. My neighbors said
they thought my suffering was terrible.
" My husband got tired of seeintf me
And Be Free From Her Troubles,
Frontage on old Lake Michigan has
attained high value on the north shore
of Chicago as was shown by the sale
who answers your telephone call has a mission In life her mis-
sion is to serve you.
,
She has at her finger tips the most modern telephone equip-
ment in the world. Quickness, accuracy and courtesy are her
essential qualifications.
Frequently she is called upon to act quickly in emergencies
when courage and presence of mirid are required.
It is as essential to good telephone service that each Bell Tele-pho- ne
operator should be healthy and happy as it is that every
part of the equipment of that great intercommunicating system
should be in good working order.
In the Bell system 70,000 operators make connections which
furnish clear tracks for 26,000,000 telephone talks each day.
Every Bell Telephone is a Long Distance Station
but Finds Better Way. of the last big tract, one of ninety
acres at a price of $2,000 to $3,000 a:i
acre.' The tract has a frontage of 600
feet on the lake and extends back to
the right of way of electric and steam
Columbia, Tenn. "Many a time,"
says Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place,
"'1 wished I would die and be relieved
of my (suffering, from womanly troubles.lower left edge of the corsage is con- - railroads. Incidentally it showed the
shrewd business judgment of Mrs.
Scott Durand, the society woman who
sidered especially noticeable. This Is
traceable to the distinct Parisian in-
fluence on gowns this winter, coupled
with the added trend of the fashions
toward the more startling and
has made a great succes of a dairy
Buffer and one night went to the drug
store and got me a bottle of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
told me I must take it I can't tell you
all I suffered and I can't tell you all that
your medicine has done for me. I was
greatly benefited from the first and it
has made me a well woman. I can do
all my housework and even helped soma
of my as well. I think it is a
wonderful help to all suffering women.I have got several to take it after sew-
ing what it has clone for me." Mra.
Emma Espenphade, 219 East Main St,Middletown, Pa.
The Pinkham record is a proud mid hon
farm by her insistence upon cleanli- -
nes and purity of the milk she sold.
i coum not get up, witnout pulling al
something to help me, and stayed in bed
most of the time. 1 could not do myhousework.
The least amount of work tired me
out. My head would swim, and I would
tremble for an hour or more. Finally. Ilook Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I
am not bothered with pains any more,
and I don't have to go to bed. In fact
I am sound and well of all my troubles.'
Cardui goes to all the weak spots and
helps to make them strong, it acts with
nature not against her. ft is for the
tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel
Her farm, bought a dozen years agoChina, Russia, Japan and Cingville, at farm land prices, now is surround-e- y
by estates of the wealthy who haveArk., are
also exerting a marked su-
periority over fashions this fall. One
of the new contributions from the paid several thousand an acre for theerstwhile farms which they have
transformed. North of the tract justCelestial kingdom is the deep sleeve.The object of these cleeves is to cameII STATES TELEPHONE AHD sold is one of four hnnared acreswhich is being held for the unearnedthe original purchase of enough ma- - as if everything were wrong, and needterial for the gown to have sufficient fj &
goods left over next summer, when It ,. 1 .i increment that has resulted from the
changes which are being made in theTELEGRAPH COMPANY is remodeled, to make a kimona tor 1' Lake Forest colony by the expendi
orable one. It is a record of constant
victory over the obstinate ills of woman
ills that deal out despair. It is an es-
tablished fact that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has restoredhealth to thousands of such au.tVrin'r
women. Why don't you try it if
need BUeh a medicine?
If you want spwtal a;l?ico nrli 1I.TdiaE. I'inkhftiii Sltdh'ioeCo. (,i:: Idential) I,rnntMa. or )f'rivVfbe opened, n4 auJ f-
wouiaaaua l a In strict cm;ft.b;V '"
the baby. Pieces may also be used (rouble, take Cardui. It will help you.Hm
h At all druggists.for patching the place that Fldo chew,
ed when the dress was on the line
ture of unstinted cash. The sale was
made for S. E. Gross, years ago one
of the big operators in subdivisions.Writ tm Chattanooga Msdldne Co., Ladles'Advisory Dec., Chaltanooea. Tann., for Sttcial
lnttrtKiitmt on your case and e book, ''Home
Treatment for Women," in plain wrapper. N.U 1S3
getting rid of that gasoline odor.
of this, it will be fashionable Grcss
also achieved notoriety by his
claim that he was the author of the
FOUR LAS VEOA3 DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY, AUGUST 23, 1913.
salary. Desiring to stun the manager Nine. Don't tell Lubin what he
with his own Importance he named would like to hear, but what he ought
to hear. He don't want a valet forA PIIOTOPLAYER IN, HIE MAKING
By ONE WHO KNOWS
his vanity, but one for his dollars.
MISSISSIPPI POWER
9MI DEDICATED
COMING WEEK
Ten. Don't kick if the director
kicks. If you're worth while correct
ume of business, the speculation show,
ed unusual breadth, a feature being
the material gains In numerous ob-
scure Issues. Steel, Reading and
Union Pacific moved up in concert and
to about the same extent Chesapeake
and Ohio moved up steadily to 60,
increasing its advantage to over 3
points, since the dividend was cut.
In the final dealings, general profit-takin- g
caused fractional recessions.
a price double anything he had ever
drawn. The manager accepted it. He
then saw the possibilities in the pic-
ture play. He started driving his
stakeB in that line. He was first a
leading man but had stated to his
employer that he would be a director
inside of a year or return to the old
ing, you are worth while keeping. Lu-
bin don't waste time cutting specks
out of rotten apples.
him In the morning. In the evening
when he returned after looking for
work all day ie would find something
to eat In his room, but he never saw
the family. He left early in the morn-
ing find returned late in the evenn- -
Have you ever noticed a poor
ecrawny half-finishe- embryonic man,
whose attitude was the one ponderous
thing about him and whose knowing
nose overbalanced the equilibrium of
the little speck we could honestly call
friend. Inside of one year he was a
STRUCTURE COSTING $27,000,000
AT KEOKUK, IA., WILL BE FOR-
MALLY PUT TO WORK PRODUC-
ING MANUFACTURING ENERGY.
Sometimes the symptoms of kidney
and bladder trouble ar6 so plain that Bonds were steady. The last salesdirector, but the man whom he after
were as follows:ward suuperseded believed that this no one can mistake them. Backache,
weak and lame back with soreness ov
er the kidneys., sharp pains, rheumat
young man was being held over his
gray matter? Then have you noticed jing. This went on for four or five
on the screen the unfinished photoplay j weeks. Finally the young man secur-tha- t
is unconvincing, untruthful, flat, led a position, playing a small part
with only an incident here and there 'for Jacob Litt, a well known produced
head by the firm and he did every
thing possible to make this young man
towns and villages along Its banks
large and prosperous manufacturing
cities, by affording them cheap power
and water transportation as well.
Since the project was first taken tip
the growth of the cities und towns In
this section has been manted. Scores
of manufacturers have 'sought and
obtained locations where they can be
certain of a cheap and never falling
power to run their machines. Hun-
dreds of miles of lnterurban and city
electric railways will be operated with
power generated here. Electric light
companies have been formed for even
the smallest places along the river,
and in Innumerable other ways the
dam Is expected to bring prosperity
,to this entire section of the country.
These are some of the reasons why
the bands will play, the flags will
wave, and the people will cheer next
Tuesday, which will be the day of the
formal dedication. On the preceding
day Governor Major of Missouri, Gov-
ernor Dunne of Illinois and Governor
Clarke of Iowa will extend a welcome
to the visitors. A mammoth acquatic
festival and other attractive features
of entertainment will carry the cele-
bration through the greater part of
the week.
ism, dull headache, and disturbed
sleep, are all indications of a trouble
that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve
quickly and permanently. Try them.
quit, insulting him right and left, writ-
ing to the firm, whom the young man
O. G. bchaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.
had promised he would remain with
and not quarrel or resent anything
said or done by the aforesaid direc
in thosa days,. His steady application
and energy soon attracted attention
of the management to him and he was
given a more Important part to play.
This young man was always the first
to arrive at his work ancf the last to
leave, doing other men's work in ad-
dition to his own, such as assisting the
TO WELCOME LORD HALDANE
New York, Aug. 23 Elaborate prep
arations are being made for the re
to make you raise your eyes. That is
when Eome spectacular effect is
brought before the eye. The thinking
public would not have known the pic-
ture were there unless they had seen
the melodramatic for the moment.
The same way with the unfinished
man, no one would notice him unless
he stood on the street corner, or hired
a hall, or searched out some poor
harmless individual and poured into
his ears: making their precious pat'JS
tor, tolerating all for the purpose of
reaching the stake long desired "Di-
rectorship." The young man, obeyed
all orders, implicitly, never forgetting
his discipline was the first on the
grounds in the morning and the last
ception and entertainment of Viscount
Haldane, the lord high chancellor ofstage' carpenter when he was build-
ing scenery, assisting the scenic ar
tists on the bridge pointing scenery, as-
sisting the property man with his to leave at night. When the director
props which were used In the produc insulted him he smiled and hung on.There was correspondence in piles
and piles going between the young
tion-Mke- re was nothing too menial
nothing too hard, nothing to strenuous
for this? educated son of wealthy par man's diector and the firm, the direc-tor insulting the young actor at every
Great Britain, during his brief visit
in New York the latter part of nest
week.( Lord Haldane sails from Eng-
land today and will probably arrive
here next Friday. While in the city
he will stay at the Plaza hotel. On
Saturday morning he will go up the
Hudson river on the late J. Pierpont
Morgan's yacht Corsair and inspect
the United State Military academy at
West Point. After a review of the
battalion a special train furnished by
the Canadian government will take
him and the reception committee to
Montreal. On the Monday following he
pay the penalty of listening to them
In their voluble criticism of photoplay-er- s
at work. "I could do that," "Why,
they are only a lot of rough necks."
These things are declaimed by oniy
the mental weakling and without
knowledge except from his pin point
observation. It is only a matter of
time until theasylum pays the penalty
of being such by being compelled'
ents, who had fallen upon hard times.
One thing that saved him and after-
ward made him was discipline, which
he had been taught, while In the mlli--
Ills of Women
Many women suffer miserably from
chronic constipation, causing nervous-
ness, dizziness and sallow complexion.
They will find that Chamberlain's
Tablets invariably bring relief. These
tablets are easy to take asd pleasant
in effect. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
will address the American Bar assio
ciation, being introduced by Chief Jus
Keokuk, la., Aug. 23 The great Mis-
sissippi river power dam, one of the
engineer-wonder- s of the world, is to
be dedicated here next week, and
Keokuk is preparing for the occasion
on a scale in proportion to its Im-
portance. It will be a rea letter event
not only for Keokuk and Its immedi-
ate vicinity," but for all the cities and
towns within a radius of several hun-
dred miles, for the wontverful new
zone which is to be formally opened
is expected to minister' to the mil-
lions of inhabitants of Iowa, Illinois
and Missouri. The governors of the
three states will be here and with
other guests of note will deliver ad-
dresses appropriate to the occasion.
From Chicago, St. Louis, Hannibal,
Quincy, Burlington, Fort Madison and
numerQus other cities will come dele-
gations of citizens to join In the cele-
bration. .
The importance of the great engi-neejiin- g
project that has pow be-
come an accomplished fact cannot be
overestimated. It is - expected to
work an industrial revolution in three
of the great states of the middle west
and will be to this entire section of
the country what the mammoth hydro-
electric plants of Niagara Falls are to
Ontario and western New York.
The dam represents the labor of
three years and an expenditure esti-
mated at $27,000,000. With the single
exception of the irrigation structure
across the Nile at Assouan It Is the
longest bank to bank river dam in
the world. It spans the Mississippi
river for a distance of 4,568 feet, be-
tween this city on the Iowa side and
the town of Hamilton on the Illinois
The structure Is built of solid con-
crete. The width is 19 feet at the
top and 42 feet at the base. Its total
height is 53 feet, wwith 119 arched
spans and piers 6 feet thick. Each
spillway is 30 feet long and 32 feet
high, and the steel gates above the
spillways measure 11 by 32 feet.
Almost as wonderful as the dam It-
self are the great power house and
the shipping lock. The power house
is nearly 2,000 feet long and 177 feet
high, or about the size of the ordinary
y building. Here are to be In
tice White of the supreme court of
tar yacademy. Kwn after working
hard he never never forgot
what lie was kid. always obeying
without question me orders of his su-
periors. f He arose In five , years to
the position of general stage director.
In the interim, the old Orthodox
Hebrew received from this young man
three portions of his salary each week.
This salary by mutual consent was
put into a business. The old Hebrew
and the young man (who was a Gen-
tile) gradually Increased their inter- -
K DECIDES TO
to receive into its folds this class of
beings. The unsuccessful always
scream the loudest at the successful
never doubt that. The employe tries
to (or at least wants to). In 90 out
of every 100 cases tell his employer
how to run his business and make
money when as a matter of fact the
employe Is living from hand to mouth.
How many times, while taking pic-
tures, have I heard remarks of by- -
the I'nited States. He will leave
Montreal in time to sail from New
York on Tuesday. Lord Haldane has
been overwhelmed with invitations, E WORMY
Amalgamated Copper ... 73
American Sugar, bid .109
Atchison 96
Northern Pacific, bid 111
Reading 161
Southern Pacific 90
Union Pacific 153
United States Steel 63
United States Steel, pfd 107;.i
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 23. Corn narrowed
today, the news from foreign and do-
mestic fields carrying nothing to give
either bulls or bears decided support.
There was fairly active trading among
pit speculators, but the range of prices
was small. Cables were easier, but
this wast partly offset by shorts who
covered over Sunday. December start-
ed a shade to cent lower at 68
to , touched 68 and reacted
to opening figures. The close was
easy, at a net loss of to ,
with December at 68.
Wheat, was Irregular. Cables were
lewer, but some scattered buying of
near months kept prices steady. The
market opened Va lower to higher,
with December unchanged to cent
lower, at 90 to , within which
range it seemed inclined to hold. The
close was firm, with December at 90
a net loss of . . v
December oats, opening-'- a shade . to
off, at 44 to , steadied
around the former figure.
First figures 011 provisions were
unchanged to 10 cents lower, with
January products as follows: Pork,
$20.92; lard, $10.95; ribs, $10.27.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, September 87; December
90; May 95.
Corn, September 72; December
68; May 69.
Oats, September 41; December
44; May 47.
Pork, September $20.95; January
$19.35.
Lard, September $11.20; January
$10.82.
Ribs, September $11.42; January
$10.22.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Acgust 23. Hogs, re-
ceipts 1,000. Market strong to 5 cents
higher. Bulk $S.608.95; heavy $8.50
8.S5; packers and butchers $8.60
9; lights $8.608.95; pigs $5.507.
Cattle, receipts 300. Market steady.
Prime 'fed steers $8.509; dressed
beef steers $7.508.50; western
steers $68; socthern steers $5.25
C.50; cows $3.506.50; heifers $4.75
8.7a; stockers and feeders $5.25
both from the United States and Can
RACE AGAIN
standers to the effect: "Oh that's too ests together until they owned many
ada, but he Is understood to have re-
solved to decline all except that from
the bar association and to confine his
visit to America to five days.
turn, attempting to force the young
man to' resign. The firm eventually
became tired of the letters and wires
that were coming from different mem-
bers of the company, as well as the
director, and wrote and wired this
young man, asking him the trouble,
this continuing for nearly half a
year, the young man all this time
burning the letters and telegrams-sitt- ing
fast and tight saying not a
word merely observing, silent. Later
the young man secured his direretor-shi-
and never forgot what he had
gone through. The first picture he
wrote he called "The Ranger's Re-
ward" the second two reel feature he
put on he called "The Power of Si-
lence" and now he is doing what
none others are doing writing his
own photoplays directing them, play-
ing leads In them, and business man-
ager. He recently drove a stake and
that stake bore a tree and upon that
tree was a fruit called Success and
he gathered from that tree Popularity
over half a million more apples than
any other competitor. The foregoing
is only the result of application, de-
termination,' forcefulness. faithfulness,
study, work, both mental and manual,
and sticking to that rule discipline,
which any young man or woman can
cover who will apply himself or her-
self and who will never forget that
NEW YORK LEADER WILL; AT-
TEMPT TO DEFEAT DEMOCRATS
AND FUSIONISTS IN COMING
MUNICIPAL CAMPAIGN
places of business. The young man,
however, stuck to his first love, the
stage, and continued driving stakes,
then fighting onwards and upwards,
passing each stake in turn. He finally
Confidence Well Founded
The implicit confidence that many
people have in Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Kemedy Ismoved to the old Benedict on Wash-
ington Square, in New York City founded on their experience in the
use of that remedy and their knowl-
edge of the many remarkable cures
easy, why I could do that Just as
well, as he or she could"; or "Gee,
I oik at that rough neck Iry to act I
oruldi beat him myself," and mind you
this is all said without thought or
siudy, and they believe what they say,
without knowledge whatsoever of the
effect desired, only from the spectacul-
ar side of it, as they, in their Infantile
way, see it.
' Never yet have I heard
an educated or refined lady or gentle-
man make a remark as above quoted,
it is always the superior (?) Idiot
7: ho never had one of the three most
desirable qualities that spell "Success"
in any business Mscipline. The
a bachelor apartment and there met
one (we will call him Jack Gordon) of colic, diarrhoea and dystentery that
it has effected. For sale by all deal-er-
Adv.
who was Roswell P.
Flower's secretary. They became fast
friends and one evening young Gordon
proposed' that they buy up some
svamp lands on the Jersey coast.
New York, Aug. 23. Mayor Gay-nor- 's
determination to run for re-
election as an independent guarantees
one of the liveliest municipal cam-
paigns New York has seen in several
years. There will be three tickets In
the field, democratic, fusion and Gay-no- r.
The democratic designating com-
mittee met this afternoon to name as
Its mayorality candidate" E. McCall,
recently a supreme court justice an?,
now president of the public service
commission. The fusionlsts, who in-
clude republicans, progressives, Inle-pende-
leaguers and some Independ-
ent democrats, have selected John
Purroy Mitchel. Mayor Gaynor will
run as the candidate of the Gaynor
league, with a full Gaynor ticket
JAIL BREAK AT SANTA FE
Albuquerque, Aug. 23. Local offi-
cers were notified today of the escape
from the county jail at Santa Fe of
George Crowell, alias Del Crowley,
alias Dell Drlscoll. Driscoll as he
This was accomplished by borrowing
all the money they could. They
bought ud certain tracts of Bwampchild who has been pampered and
petted and when, told to do something . . , , getting a certain city to discipline is the safety valve that
saves the boiler from exploding at the
w as allowed its own way 5n the end or(iinance that the debris from
will fail to fill its duties when Erwnjthat cUy mugt (be (jumped therein,
nine times out of ten. We must not; . h fi t real e8tate deal of wrong
moment. Without that governor
the lives of those who woo successblame the child always. We must
are turn asunder. Emptoyes, as wellthe future photoplayer. Years later
this nronertv became very valuable. as employers, are only human. Some
was known in Albuquerque, was being
held on the charge of burglary of the
residence of Deputy Warden H. P.
Dunbaugh at the state penitentiary,
having been arrested Wednesday
evening by Mounted Police Captain
Fred Fornoff. He was also suspected
of robbing two grocery stores and a
number of other places In Santa Fe
and when arrested, it Is said, he was
stalled SO specially designed turbines,
each of 10,000 horse power. The ship-
ping lock, a free gift from the power
company to the government, is 110
feet wide and has a lift of 40 feet.
The million pound steel trusses oper-
ate by pneumatic machinery.
Power almost without limit will be
transformed by the great electric gen
About this time the father of ' the people are temperamental, therefore,
blame its tutor, whether that tutor be
Its parent 'while It Is a child, or Its
employer in later life. How many are
there who have the fiber and stability
to be told things and then to remem-- i
this director, has, with pronouncedyoung actor director repented
of his
action to the extent of imploring him
to leave the stage, take a course In
.. . 1 , T'Vl n trMinrtrtier mem ana lueu iu w"" medicine, ana come uuui-- -. .mo .j,
erators and shot out with Incredible
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Aug. 23. The stock
closed easy today. Following out
preparing to break into the Spitz
success, adopted the following laws
to govern his little organization. Each
and every individual in the company
are told upon joining the same:
First. He who speaks ill of any
member of the" compSny, to any other
jewelry store.
Driscoll had been in Santa Fe less fi.ov; Dims i.zatg.o.zo; ca ives $5.50
than a week when arrested but dur
member of to an youtsider will be
force over wires to points as far south
as St. Louis and as far north as Bur-
lington. Transmission lines already
are operating from the dam to St.
Louis, a distance of 137 miles.
Harnessed with electricity, the Mis-
sissippi is expected to make of the
ing that time more petty crimes were
the usual procedunre of covering some
of their outstanding contrpcts, shorts
shorts were in the market for stocks
and their buying furnished the chief
Impetus to the moderate advance that
occurred. Considering the Email vol
discharged Immediately.
;9.25.
Sheep, no receipts. Market steady.
Lambs $6.257.80; yearlings $4.75
5.75;' wethers $4.255.25; ewes $3.50
4
.75.
reported than in any week for many
years in the- Ancient City.Second. He who speaks ill of any
outsider to any outsider or to any
member of the company wiTt be dis If you sit in a cool draft wheD you
charged immediately. are heated and get a stitf neck or
lame back, you will be looking forThird. Tie who deliberately dis
something that will ease the pain.obeys an order with intent and fore
Any man or woman who does wis j to p,eage his governor, attended
will some day find himset or herself Colu'mbla uniTersity College of Physi-I-
a position called "executive;" pro-
-
Surgoons graduating from
Tiding they can forget that destruc- - remin to his father, who lived
tlve element, incipient pride, and years after. The father, in
aggerated ego. tne absence of his son, had lost all
Let me tell you a little story of one nQney and he eventually died of
who Is now a director in moving pic--' a brol;en neart. The young man, after
tures. I '' V.g father's death, gave up the prac-- j
Years ago there were two brothers ' tice of medicine and returned to thej
--who were brought up by an old Ger- -' 6tage, continuing onward and upward,
man professor and taught by him in'pjc by pick, s'ep by step, never for-the- ir
home. They were translating Letting discipline, courtesy, aid
First Cicero when they were nine truth, as three of the first steps to
years of age. The one, now a director ,De taken in the beginning of that
and photoplayer, at the age of 1 1 went mighty battle, "Success." The
next
to the Shattuck military academy and j five steps are represented by energy,
andthere stayed until 14 years of age aggressiveness,: courage, honesty
when he graduated adjutant-ln-charg- e j fearlessness. These were also syno-o-
f
the battalion. He later went to thejnyrnous with vigor and force, as well
rniversity of Minnesita and graduated j as daring and intrepidity, also
self-A- .
B. His father, desiring him to and integrity, uprightness,
thought will be discharged m ramw v cjamw.Fix your mind on TiALLARD'S SNOWLINIMENT and don't be talked out ofit, because it is the best pain relievingFourth. He who tells his director a
falsehood will be discharged imme
liniment you can get anywhere. Price
25c, ROc and $1.00 "per bottle. Sold by
Centra Drug Co. Adv.diately.
WE DO IT TO ADVERTISE
Fifth. Last, but not least. Those
who obey the foregoing may at any
time and all times if in need of as-
sistance or help, oral, mental, physic-
al, or financial, come to their director
and he will see them through-- .
Permit me to attach the ten demand-ment- s
that assist materially in one
who will heed them:
One. Don't lie. It wastes my time
and yours. I am sure to catch you
in the end, and that Is the wrong end.
ter into a certain state," which was fearlessness, confidence and trust.
ADVENTISTS' CAMP LOOTED
Albuquerque; Aug. 23. Several of
the tents occupied as sleeping quar-
ters by those in attendance at the
Seventh Day Adventist conference,
were robbed last night. A small
amount of cash, a few watches and
other small trinkets rewarded the
thieves who invaded the camp. The
marauders evidently entered the tents
some time during the night and quiet-
ly confiscated the plothes of the
During the piling of these mounds
round the stakes, each represent
repellent to him, brought about a
quarrel, which lasted fo many years:
i. e., the father and son did not speak, hn th nroKress of this youth the mak-
- From 7 to 9 P. M.
One lot of Ladies' House Dresses, worth up to
$2.00, special 98c
From 7 to 9 P. M.
Warners Rust Proof Corsets, Lot No. 232, from
our regular stock, $1.50-values- , special $I.tO
tag of his future buucubbb,
.ws o simple; the spade and the
although they met frequently, both in
this ioun try and abroad. The young
man tsrent. tn Nbw York Citv and there pick were used, the square and tne Two. Watch your work, not ' the
clock. A long day's work makes a
day short, and a short day's work
makes Lubin's face long.
sleepers. ,Tlie; clothes, with pockets
turned out, were found this morning
In the park at no great distance from
where their owners slept. The police
were notified.Three. Give Lubin more than he ex-
pects and he will give you more than
you expect..
in loss than four years spent money! level, the dainty raxe, a
1hat a dear old grandfather had lett'axe (double bladed) to cut and hew
liim, amounting to a great many thoc- - ;nnd even the high explosives
(figur-sand- a
mound a stat-an- d
of dollars. At the end of four atively speaking), each
one-hal- f years he found himself ed before, representing one more point
practically pennllei in this big city. towards success. On the other
side
His vocation lie had none; his avo-- humility, civility and lack of excess
cation had been spending mone- y- i all things, combined with charity
Imt now ho Lad none to spend. He and logic which Is kindness and a
went from hotel to boarding house, gentle word to the right one ai the
Important to Dyspeptics
Bear in mind that Chamberlain's
Tablets improve the appetite, strength-
en the digestion and regulate the
liver and bowels. Just what you need.
For sale by all dealers. Adr.
j Four. You owe so much- to yourself
you can not afford to owe anyone
else. Keep out cf debt or keep out
lof the Lubin ?tu.;io.
Our 'Regular
.
Great Regular 25c Wash Ties Our $1.25 Glaci Kid The Famous and
.
. . Values
.. Gloves Well Known MakeSecia,7 rIn Onyx and Eiffel
. Snecia Kayser Silk Gloves,
Hosiery of our, 35c
'
1 CO
'
regular 65c values,
values, special ' QG Special
22c Guaranteed fast colors In Black and Colors 49c
20o 33 1- -3 Per Cent 33 1- -3 Per Pent Off
PILLOW CASES orf on
On Embroideries. .
Special White Lwn ixndFlouncings a.nd
All Over Lingerie Wedsts
from boarding to rooming house, right time, were made a part
or ui
' himself byas his funds gradually dlminshed., He discipline imposed upon
finally eecuured a position as super- -' himself . Eventually he left the stage
iim,MM tn fiin aid Madison Snuara'anrt became a writer, t e., he wrote
Harden theater, at a pay of $3.50 perl dramas, which were more or less
lm- -
week. This Is BO. cents a performance, portant he then wrote piaji i
,,wni. averaging a i
Five. Dishonesty 'Is never an acci-
dent. Good men like gool women
never see temptation when tne meet
It
Six. Mind your own director and
in time you will have a directorship
of your own to mind.
Seven. Don't do anything which
hurst your t. An employe
who Is willing to steal for Lubin is
willing to steal from Lubin.
Eight. It is none of Lubin's busi-
ness what you do at night but if dissi-
pation affects what you do the next
day and you do half as much as he
demands you will last half as long
as you hope,
MAN REMEMBERS NAPOLEON
Paris, Aug. the only
person now living who has a clear
personal recollection of the great n
Is M. Pierre Schamel-Roy- , who
on Monday next will celebrate his
lOGtl birthday anniversary at his
home at Neuilly, M. Schamel-Roy- , as
a boy of 12, saw the fallen emperor in
exile at fet Helena, where He was
taken to visit his father, who was a
faithful follower and servant of Na-
poleon until the latter's death. As a
child M. Schamel-Ro- was a playmate
of the prince Imperial, later styled
the King of Rome.
including a Saturday afternoon mat-
inee. He was finally compelled to
.vive up his rooming house and look
for other quarters. He went tip to
Harlem and there, in the Hebrew quar-
ter, found a little hall bedroom with
a Jewish family, for which he paid
QUO r 7 "The Store of Duality"
three years. He producel an$ acted
in them himself, then sold to thehe wasEventuallyhighest bidder.
engaged to play the lead in his first
photoplay. He entered into this
new
field of dramatic endeavor with fear
en trembling.' because, as he looked at
NECKTIES . 'Jj) A aHH a T"A a rAnrc--i
;iai - JLuj AVn.'AV A L nUo
'b --
Off on WashSpedTft rents a week. After the third week
his position as lt then, of the cheapness ot it. AfterAwe will say) be lost E. Las Vegas, N.M. Dresseswith whom he, first- bictnre the manager caiwm""rnper.' The family
fixed a cup of coffee for'tim for an interview and asked hisroomed, often
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTlC, SATURDAY, AUGJ,8t 23' 1913- - pve
MISS MM SUNDTPERSONALS ' Is Your Money Bringing G od Returns to You 7
RATTLESNAKE MADE
AND PLANS FOR
NEXT FILM OiN
WEDS IN BOSTON
WEDNESDAY
ro saier nor better pleLce than a good farm loan; nets
IAY RECONSIDER
IS HIETA'S
PRESENT PLEA '
(Continued From Page One.)
DAUGHTER OF WELL KNOWN
LOCi- - PEOPLE BECOMES THE
BRIDE OF AUTHO P. GAINES OF
GRASSMERE, N. H. -
C fint PCr Cent; " trouble- - no expense; write or ca.ll
- to see us for p.rticula.r.
PEOPLES BANK CSL TRUST CO.
CAPITAL 113.000,00
EAST LAS VEGAS - - - - NEW MEXICO
to the United States to talk unoffic
ially with President Wilson just as
Mr. Lind did with Huerta. It is be
lieved that Fredrico Gamboa, minis
FIELDING'S WORK SAID TO BE
SUPER8, ECLIPSING ANYTHING
HE HAS DONE IN THE PAST;
WILL BE SHOWN HERE.
The last scene of The Rattlesnake
was finished this morning and the
second batch of film sent to the Lubin
company at Philadelphia, where It
will be prepared for printing and ex-
hibition all over the country. The
film will be returned to Las Vegas
ter of foreign relations, is being con
Somewhat as a surprise came the
news of the marriage in Boston last
Wednesday of Autho P. Gaines, of
Grassmere, N. H., and Miss Bertha
Marie Sundt, daughter or Mr. and
Mrs. M. M. Sundt of this city. The
happy couple were united in matri-
mony by Dr. Knutset, a leading pro-
fessor of Boston university. Miss
sidered for the, mission.
Arms Shipments
Washington, Aug. 23. President TODAY'S BASEBALL
Wilson has granted' permission for theSundt left Las Vegas three weeks ago,as soon as completed as far as the exportation of 2,000 rifles and 850,000presumably for a visit with relativeswork of the management at Philadel cartridges to the Huerta government.in Wisconsin, but as the present event
proves, with quite a different purpose All but 1,000 rifles, which go to
Vera
Cruz from New Orleans, will be ship
phia is concerned and will be exam-
ined by Mr. Fielding before being re-
leased to the public.
in mind. The courtship, which ma
National League
Chicago at New York.
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia; 2 games.
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
St. Louis at Boston.
terialized in the nuptials in Boston ped from El Paso via Juarez.
Some
of the latter already have gone. Al
though it was the first permission
last Wednesday night, had its begin-
ning In Denver university, where Mr.
Gaines and Miss Sundt were students
and from which they graduated the
granted since June 25, and many ap
plications have been turned down, it
was declared no change had beensame year.
Mrs. Gaines can justly be claimed a made in the government's policy and
New York, Aug. 23. R. II. E.
Chicago 2 6 2
New York , 3 9 2
Batteries '. Smith, Lavender and
Archer; Marquard and McLean,
L. F. Rudulph of Taos was a visitor
in Las Vegas today.
E. A. Remy of Albuquerque was a
business visitor here, today.
C. L. Mitchell of Topeka, Kan., was
. a business visitor here today.
Alfred Kronig of Tipton came in'
last night for a several days' business
visit here.
Mr., and Mrs. E, Marcotte left this
afternoon for Annis, Tex., where thry
will reside.
J. P. Moran of Albuquerque was p.
"business visitor in Las Vegas today
from the Duke City.
Max Nordhaus came in this morning
from Albuquerque for a few days' visit
with his family here.
D. B. Wood of Wagon Mound was
a business visitor in the city today
from his home at that place.
James Raynolds lert this afternoon
for Denver where he will visit rela-
tives for the next few days.
Mr. and Mrs. D. T. Hoskins left' this
morning for El Porvenir ranch where
they will spend the week-en-
E. L. Rasberry, G. Glenskl, and P".
McWilliams of Ballinger, O., were
business visitors in the city today.
W. S. Berly and X u. Sheloon of
Raton came in last night for a few
day's business visit in the city.
Ben William's, chief special officer
for the Santa Fe, was a visitor in
Las Vegas for a short time today.
Mrs. H. C. Young left last night for
Denver, where she will visit friends
and relatives for the next three weeks.
Harry Winger has returned to his
duties at the E. G. Murphey drug store
after having been on a week's vaca-
tion.
Howard Simpkins has left Las Ve-
gas for Kentucky whore he has been
called on account of the serious illness
of his sister.
Mr. and Mrs, P. J. Nolan returned
this afternoon from Denver where they
have been for the past few weeks vis-
iting relatives.
Mrs. Reeves Eagle of Mora left this
morning for her home after having
been a visitor here with friends for
the past few days.
Mrs. T. A. Hayden left last night
for her home at Santa Fe after hav
daughter of Las Vegas, having spent officials pointed out that the neutral-
ity permitted the president to author-
ize shipments at his discretion.
Unofficially, It is said, the United
This picture, in the opinion of Mr.
Fielding, who wrote it, played the lead
and managed the production, Is the
best from a scenic, moral and inter-
esting standpoint, he has ever pro-
duced. Although many discourage-
ments on account of the weather have
set back the progress of the work
on this picture yet that which is good
must not go smoothly according to
Fielding. He expects difficulties in
preparing exceptional pictures.
The play is intensely interesting.
The moral action is strong and is a
credit to the composer. It brings be-
fore the minds of the American public
thoughts that 'emphasize the power of
love to the most hardened. The turn-
ing of man from his own class to that
of the venomous reptile through love
of life and the regeneration of that
States is not averse to having the
Huerta garrison at Juarez well armed,
to discourage attack and a battle on
the border with its consequent com
Brooklyn, Aug. 23. R. .H. iH.
Cincinnati 2 8 0
Brooklyn 5 8 2
Batteries: Suggs, Packard and
Clarke; Reulbach and Miller.plications. Neither is this government
averse to seeing the line of communi-
cation between Vera Cruz and Mexico
City kept open as an avenue of agress
for foreigners in Mexico City.
Philadelphia, Aug. 23. First game:
R. H. K.
Pittsburgh 10 14 1
Philadelphia 5 10 1
Batteries: McQuillln, Hendrix and
Gibson, Simon; Alexander, Seaton,
Imslay and Killifer, Howley.
No general shipments will be per
TKere . is readily
a great deal of satisfaction
in knowing that you can
keep cool and comfortable
during the S vi m m e r
months by using some of
the convenient Electrical
Appliances.
The Electric Coffee Percolator enables you
to brew coffee quickly and easily, coffee that
retains all the exquisite, delicious aroma,
the savory taste and the real goodness of
the coffee bean.
With the Electric Bread Toaster, appetizing
toast is conveniently prepared right on your
dining room table.
The Electric Fan. the Electric Curling Iron,
the Electric Grill and many otherj handy
appliances will aid in making life really
worth living during the sultry summer
months.
Las Vegas Light and
Power Company
mitted.
man to his own self again is in itself m
Villa Away In Mountains
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 23. Pancho
Villa and his rebel band are not on
a vivid depiction of life to the person
seeing the prouction.
This play required only a small
amount of local talent but that in Mr. the Mexican Central railroad waiting
nearly all her life here, attending
school here and graduating from the
local high school in 1907.
She then attended NortTiwester
university at Evanston, 111., later go-
ing to Denver university, from which
institution she graduated in 1912. Last
year she was elected to the position
of vice president of the Spanish-America-
Normal school at El Rito,
N. M., where she served with great
success, resigning at the close of the
school year in answer to the call of
cupld.
Mrs. Gains aside from her Intellec-
tual attainments, is a young woman
of worth, being a musician of talent,
and has served among others the First
Methodist church of this city faithful-
ly in different capacities during the
years she lived here.
Mr. Gaines is a former resident of
Colorado, and after graduating from
Denver university attended the Boston
Theological institute, taking a post-
graduate course. He has accepted the
pastorate of the Methodist church at
Grassmere, where a parsonage has
been fitly furnished for the new bride
and groom, and where after a short
journey they will be at home to their
friends. Mr. Gaines la a young man
of character, and those who know
him predict a most successful carear
for him.
The very best wishes of the many
friends in Las Vegas and elsewhere
go out to Mr, and Mrs. Gaines.
Boston, Aug. 23. R. H. m.
St. Louis 4 13 0
Boston - 8 15 2
Batteries: Perritt, Harmon and
Wingo; Perdue, Tyler and Whaling,
Rariden.
to attack supply trains headed from
Juarez for Chihuahua, according to
information received here today by
Fielding's idea, was excellent. The
part of the daughter of the surveyor
was the only one in which local talent
was needed. This was handled by
little Miss Alice Danziger who acted
Americans. This information is to
thn effect that Villa and his rebel
band passed 'south through Madera,extremely well. The leading role was
carried by Mr. Fielding. In the opin-
ion of a member of his company Mr,
American League
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Washington at St. Louis.
New York at Detroit; 2 games.
Boston at Cleveland1.
Chihuahua, last Sunday aeaded lor
the mountains. The supply trains,
which have been loading at Juarez
ing been a visitor in Las Vegas for since Monday, are still held in tne
hnrrter citv. The exact reason is not
Fielding in this picture displayed more
interest, produced better art than
he has ever done before in a motion
picture. With the big popularity con-
test being won by this noted actor by
known. It is believed that the delay
the past few days.
W. S. Rose, representative for the
Schillings company of San Francisco
was a business visitor at the local gro-
cery stores today.
, N. C. Spence, representative for the
J. B. Farwell wholesale dry gods firm
his clever acting in the past it can
Detroit, Aug. 23. First game:
R.H.E,
New York y 1 5 2
Detroit 8 13 C
Batteries: Fisher and Gossett; Du
buo and Stanage.
be seen that in order to Improve over
his past reputation in the motion pic
ture world Mr. Fielding in The Rattle-
snake has placed himself on a Gibral
i3 due to non-recei- of money for
the troops who are guard the
trains.
Rifle Export, Permitted
Permits were granted today, accord-
ing to customs and military officials
here, to the Huerta government to
export 500,000 rounds of ammunition
and 1,000 rifles to Mexico. This is
in addition to the 40,000 rounds of am
of St. Louis, was a business visitor
tar of fame that will be difficuult for
others to reach for many years to
come. However, Mr. Fielding's purpose
in life Is not to startle the world alone
by his own work but is to place the
company in whose employ he is at
in Las Vegas today;
Mrs. D. R. Murray and daughter,
Miss Cornelia, returned this afternoon
from California where they have.been
for the past few weeks vlsitng friends.
Miss Nellie Batchelor, accompanied
by her guest, Miss Helen Litowich,
American Association
Columbus at Toledo; 2 games.
Indianapolis at Louisville; 2 games.
'
Minneapolis at Kansas City.
Milwaukee at St. Paul.
American Association
Toledo, Aug. 23. First game:
munition and 300 rifles permitted to
cross yesterday. Rebel sympathizers
have telegraphed to congressmen at
SURFACE FIRES HURT
STANDING TIMBER
IT IS FOUND
Washington protesting at the permis
present at the head of all motion pic-
ture companies. His Ideal is not only
personal fame but satisfaction to his
returned last evening from the Harvey
Tanch where they have been for the R.H.E.
Columbus 0 5 0
Toledo 1 3 2
past week. employers.
NEV HOSPITAL BUILDING FUND
ILLUSTRATED LECTURE COURSE
sion granted to the Huerta govern-
ment.
Mexican federal officials received
telegraphic orders from New York v
for $250,000 gold. This is to.be
The company will start the nextMr. and Mrs. E. H. Alsdorf of To-
peka, Kan., arrived in the city last production as soon as It is written. Matteries: Cole and Smith;
Colta
more and Devoght. ,
EVEN SMALL BLAZES DAMAGE
BARK AND KILL TRTES, AVERAG-
ING ONE TO THREE ON EACH
ACRE OF TIMBERED LAND.
Mr. Fielding exrects to have this writ
used to pay the troops in Juarez, said
r.ight and will be visitors here for the
next few days. Mr. Alsdorf is an of-
ficial of the Santa Fe.
Stephen Powers returned this after
Louisville, Aug. 23. First game:
ten by the first part of next week
so that there will be no delay in
the work. The wc?.ther Conditions
to in a state of mutiny because of
lfick of pay. R.H.E.
have placed him several weeks behind
and he is anxious to catch up.
E 3
Indianapolis 2 10 4
Louisville 7 9 2
Batteries: Wetzer and Cotter; To-ne- y
and Severoid.
Wichita at Denver.
Topeka at Lincoln.
Omaha at Des, Moines,
Sioux City at St. Joseph.
Diaz a Candidate
New York, Aug. 23 Rumors that
Ceneral Felix Diaz will not be a can-didat- e
for president of Mexico at the
election In October are replied to in
a telegram from General Diaz himself
received here today, In response to
C. W. G. WARD, Aug. 25
PASSION PLAY
Dr. F. H. H. ROBERTS, Sept. 8
HUMOU ernd PATHOS of TRAVEL
NOTHING DOING
noon from La Junta, where he has
been for the past few days on busi-
ness. He reports a big melon crop
for Colorado this year.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Cooley arrived
in the city this afternoon from their
home at Oxford, Ind., and will remain
here for several weeks. They are the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Cooley.
Miss Vera McKenna of New York
City arrived in this city this afternoon
from the Grand Canyon where she has
been for the past few days.; She. will
remain In this city for two weeks as
OPEN SHOP TALK
ASSERTS HAYES
an inquiry by W. H. Elliss, a pro-
moter of Mexican enterprises.
The telegram, dated Wubec, where
General Diaz is now staying, reads:
"In regard to your inquiry, as far as
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
I know my partisans continue to work Col. R.E. TWITCHELL, Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSS
In my behalf."
National League
Club Won Lost Pet
New York 79 35 .693
NATIONAL VICE PRESIDENT OF
UNITED MINE WORKERS DE
Philadelphia... 65 42 .607CLARES WYOMING BETTER PAR-
ALLEL THAN WEST VIRGINIA Chicago ;....62 54 .534 H
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
Natioril League
. At New York New York,' 8; Chi
The effect of light surface fires on
pine timber is to kill or damage more
than half of the mature trees, accord-
ing to findings just announced by the
United States forest service.
The studies were made on the Wal-
lowa and Whitman national forests
in the Blue Mountains of eastern Ore-
gon, Several typical stands of western
yellow pine were selected, where sur-
face fires had recently burned. The
region had been periodically run over
by such fires for a long time. The
most recently burned areas were care-
fully surveyed and all the tires in-
dividually studied to find the effect
of the fire.
As a result of this survey the fol-
lowing facts were verified : A surface
fire fells from one to three merchant-
able trees per. acre, by eating out
basal, fire scars; if makes fire scars
at the base of 42 per 'cent; or nearly
one-ha- lf of all the merchantable yel-
low pines; burns to death
more than 3 per cent of the trees,
that is, they are killed by the heat
of the light surface fire at their base.
In short, of the mature trees more
than one-hal- f of the total stand suf-
fer more or less damage.
The stands were selected to Insure
results representative of the region,
according to the forest service in-
vestigators, who draw the conclusion
that deliberate light burning in such
localities to remove brush and under-
growth is distinctly uneconomical,
particularly since successive surface
Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6Trinidad, Col., Aug. 23. Frank J.
Pittsburgh 60 . 53 .531
Brooklyn ...... .50 61 .450
Boston 48 64 .429
"Cincinnati 48 72 .400
St. Louis 42 74 .362
Hayes, national vice president of th THE HOLY LANDcago, 1.
At- - Philadelphia Pittsburgh, 3;
Philadelphia, 3.
At Brooklyn Cincinnati, 7; Brook
lyn, 2.
At Boston Boston,9; St. Louis, 1.
American League
Club Won Lost
Philadelphia 77 38
Cleveland 69 48
Washington 64 50
Chicago 63 57
SEASON TICKETS $1.50
SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS 50c
CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS 33c
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Pea-
cock.
Misses Hazel and Dorothy Schoon-make- r
left this afternoon for their
home in. Tucson, An-- ., after having
been visitors here for the past few
days with relatives. They will visit
in AllHiq'uer'quB'and 'Ht Paso before-returnin-
homaf: ;
J. C. Lowden, Ray Mitchell, J. L.
Conchr and F. .T. Coerhrn ov eer-fiel-
Kan., returned last night from
Springer where they have been on
buslnes for the past few daj. They
are land men and have made pur-
chases near Springer.
T. J. Gauthier, an engineer for the
-- Federal Light and Power company, J.
H. Whitmore, an auditor of the Trini-
dad Light and Power company, Gen-
eral A. S. Brookes, adjutant general
of the New Mexico National Guard, ac-
companied by F. O. Blood, Colonel M.
M. Padgett, Dr. C. S. Losey and W.
P. Southard left this afternoon for the
La Jara Hunting "and Fishing club
grounds where they will remain to-
night on a short fishing trip.
American League
.At Chicago Philadelphia, 2; Chica
Pet.
.670
.590
.562
.525
.487
.424
.393
.351
go, 1.
zjBoston 55 58Detroit ...50 ,68
St. Louis ..48 T4
New York 39 72
At Cleveland Boston, 2; Cleveland,
At St. Louis-- St. Louis, 3; Washing
United Mine Workers of America,
this afternoon issued a signed state-
ment declaring that all talk of settl-
ing the controversy between the
United Mine Workers and' operators
in district No. 15 upon an "open shop"
basis were without foundation or the
sastion of the union. .
Hayes says statements published
about an "open shop" agreement are
without foundation.
"We shall insist upon recognition
of the union, advance in wages and
better working conditions," he said.
"As Wyoming is a neighboring state
of Colorado where operators have rec-
ognized the union and have worked
in peace with their men for years, I
do not hesitate to say that the miners
of Colorado will accept a similar
agreement. Why trove' 1,500 miles
to West Virginia to find a wage scale
for Colorado, when Wyoming is so
close? I request the Colorado opera-
tors to answer this question so the
public may not be deceived."
A';n ft I f.iWestern LeagueClub Won Lost
burnings only heighten the injury to
Denver 79 43
Des Moines 09 53
Lincoln 66 58
ton, 0. ,
At Detroit Detroit, 7--7; New York,
Western League
At St. Joseph St. Joseph, 10; To-
peka, 1.
At LincolnLincoln, 7; Sioux City,
3.
the trees and make it cumulative.
Pet.
.643
.566
.532
.512
.492
.416
.435
.371
St. Joseph- - 63 60
Omaha ... 61. 63An ordinance has been in troduced
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND HCTJL
mWrn r? n p r"! r - -s k t V.J' Ik J hmJ (fe m m
in the city council of La Crosse, Wis., Topeka 54 67
which provides that any motorman go Sioux City 54 70
Wichita ... 46 78,
The annual convention of the Mary-
land State and District of Columbia
Federation of Labor will meet In Fred-
erick, Md., August 25.
ing to work on the street railway
shall have 24 days' experience und'jr
a competent motorman.
In 1912 the CIgarmakers' Interna-
tional union PW out $204,775.61 in
sick benefits. ' Subscribe for Tha Optic.
1LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY, AUGUST 23,, 1913.
tiXi EE TAKEN AS DESIRED FIRST PARALYZE THEIR PREY more HONOR FOR COLUMBUS me LOBBY RESTAURANT ANB CAFE
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
T5he OPTIC
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
State of New Mexico, Fourth Judicial
District, County 0f San Miguel In
the District Court
John M. Maris, Plaintiff, vs. Earle
A. Kiefer and Nellie M. Kiefer, De-
fendants. No. 7,547.
' The said Defendants, t, Earle
A Kiefer and Nellie M. Kiefer, are
hereby notified that a suit has been
0
SOCIETY DIRECTORY
Assertion Now Made That He Really
Wat the Author of Most Popu-
lar Slang Phrase.
In the well-know- n year of 1492
Christopher Columbus stood leaning
aver the rail of the good ship Isabella.
(See Petrarch Googly's "Columbus the
Gem of the Ocean.") Suddenly, with
Just the suspicion of a splash, a
thought struck him.
"Hi! Spagetto! Rudolpho! Gio-van- !
Gar' Lick," he cried. And soon
uis trusted officers were gathered
about him. (See Itiffery Sklnk's "The
Christian Names of Columbus' Crew.")'
"What? What?" the chorused, ex
Wasps and Beetles Known to Admin-
ister Anesthetics to Their Vic-
tims Before Killing Them.
' That the sting of the wasp which
punctures the nerve centers of a cap-
tured caterpillar or spider usually
paralyzes the creature into helpless-
ness, rather than kills it, is well
known. The victim remains alive in
the burrow or cell in which the wasp
stores it as food for the larva which
will emerge from the egg laid in the
same cell. Therefore the newly-hatche- d
grub finds ready for It a
provision of living meat instead of
decayed carrion.
That "wizard" among entomolo-
gists, the venerable Fabre, has dis
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4n
COLUMN
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth Thursday evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhlll,
A. M. Regular com-
munication first and
third Thursday in
aach month. Y lilting
brothers cordially
Wm. P. Mills,
W. M., H. S .v"an Patten, Secretary.
instituted and begun in the District
Court of the Fourth judicial District
of the State of New Mexico, sitting
within and for the County of San
Miguel, wherein John M. Marls is
Plaintiff and Earle A. Kiefer and' Nel-
lie M. Kiefer are Defendants, the
said cause being numbered 7,547 on
the docket of said Court, wherein the
said Plaintiff prays judgment upon
a certain promissory note made, exe-
cuted and delivered by the Defend-
ants to the Plaintiff on October 1,
1910, for the sum of One Thousand
($1,000.00) Dollars, interest and at-
torneys' fees, and for tno foreclosure
citedly. "Spyzoni non lando, nixl?"
("You don't spy land, do you?")
"A thought has struck me," ex- -
Supplying One' Own Punctuation
Cleverly Constructed Letter Has
Two Different Meanings.
A queer letter, so constructed, with-u- t
punctuation, that It can be read iu
a number of different ways, giving
directly epposite meanings, is in the
possession of W. G. Shaft, now living
In Illinois. He copied it from au In-
diana newspaper when ho first came
to this country. In 1855. He Is now
seventy-nin- e years old. The letter fol-
lows:
"lie is an old experience man In
vice and wickedness he 1b never found
opposing the works of iniquity he
lakes delight In the downfall of the
neighborhood he never rejoices In the
prosperity of any of his fellow crea-
tures he is always ready to assist in
destroying the peace of society he
takes no pleasure In serving the Lord
he la uncommonly diligent in sowing
discord among his friends and ac-
quaintances he takes no pride in la-
boring to promote the cauBe of Chris-
tianity he has not been negligent in
jendeavoring to stigmatize all publicjteachers he makes no exertions to
isubdue his evil passions he strives
ihard to build up satan's kingdom he
Sends no aid to the Bupport of the gos-Ip-
among the heathens he contributes
ilargely to the evil adversary he pays
ino attention to good advice he gives
igreat heed to the devil he will never
Igo to heaven he must go where he
will receive his Just recompense of
reward."
covered a similar, yet even more ex-
traordinary fact, in the history of the
glow-wor- beetle (lampyris) ; name
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues.
day of the month in the vestry rooms
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock p.
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In-
vited. Isaac Anpel, President; Charles
Greenclay, Secretary.
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines All advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash in advlnce preferred.
plained Christopher. "Lissenzo."
("Listen.") "I'll tell it to you. It'e a
good one!" (See Antonio Spavini's
"Columbus' Table Talk and Ready
ly, that it anesthetizes the prey upon
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- -
,ar conclave w. ! Tus
ya day In each month at Ma-
sonic Temple at 7:3) p. m. G. H.
Kinkel, B. C; Chas. Tamme,
which it itself feeds, so that it may
consume it at leisure, and predigest-ed- .
This beetle, whose brilliant phos
of a certain mortgage made, executed
and delivered by the Defendants to the LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY-
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
Plaintiff to secure tne payment of
Repartee.")
The officers crowded forward ex-
pectantly:
"I was just thinking," said the great
discoverer, with a sly Italian smile, "I
was just thinking that if we found the
earth to be flat instead of round after
all, where do we get off?"
The officers, after laughing politely,
made a note of it, and this ie said to
be the origin sof the slang phrase,
"Where do I get off?" etc. Detroit
Free Press.
the principal sum and interest men
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting
brethren cordially Invited to attend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz,
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
Trustee.
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary
phorescence attracts the eye In the
dusk of summer evenings, habitually
hunts and seizes upon a certain small
snail in order to eat it. The curious
thing is that the beetle anesthetizes
the mollusk at the first attack, pre-
venting It from escaping by with-
drawing to safety deep within . its
shell. Upon finding the snail, the
beetle dashes forward, and thrusting
out its sharp, curved mandibles, re-
peatedly stabs the side of the body of
its prey. After a few punctures the
snail becomes insnnsible and remains
in that deadened state for three or
four hours a time more than sufll
cient for the beetle to complete its
meal.
tioned In said promissory note, the
said mortgage being upon, the follow-
ing described real estate situate in
the County of San Miguel, State of
New Mexico,
The Northeast 'Quarter (N. E. )
OPTIC NUMBER, MAIN LMOST UNHEALTHY OF TRADES of Section Thirty-fou- r (34), Township
WantezfMODEL MAID GIVES ADVICE
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs.
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs,
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone
Main 329.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
Montague, Local Deputy. Visiting
members are especially welcome and
cordially Invited.
Sixteen (16) North, Range Nineteen
(19) East of New Mexico Principal
Meridian, containing One Hundred
Sixty (IGO) acres more or less.
Platiniff also prays for generar re
With One Family Twenty Years,
Helena Schwartz Discloses the
Secret of Her Efficiency. FELT HE WAS PASSED OVER
WANTED Young man familiar with
stenography and bookkeeping. Ap-
ply in own handwriting to Box 538
Optic.
lief.
You are further notified that unless
you enter or cause to be entered
WANTED Girl at Harvey's ranch.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R'. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor-
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Presi-
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
Bally, Treasurer.
LOCAL TIME CARD
your appearance in said cause on or
before the 29th day of September, A.
D. 1913, judgment by default and
decree pro confesso will be entered
therein against you.
Plaintiff's attorney is W. J. Lucas,
Just 20 years ago Helena Schwartz,
ithen two years from Germany, became
a maid In the home of Mr. and Mrs.
IB. B. Jacobson of New York.
She has been there ever since.
jWhen a reporter asked Helena whatiher employers had, done to make her
(service so pleasant she Bald:
"Before leaving for America my
imother called me to her and gave me
jsome advice, and I have tried to keep
lit in mind. 'Remember, "when you go
Unto service that your mistress' clo-
sest interest is her home, and that it
(rests a great deal with you to make
Ht agreeable. Do Just as you would
ido if it were your own home. Never
whose Postoffiee address is East Las
Quicksilver Miners Begin to Suffer A-
lmost Immediately and Seldom
' Live More Than Two Years.
Quicksilver miners follow the most
anhealthful trade in the world. The
fumes of the mercury produce con-
stant salivation, and the system be-
comes permeated with the metal; the
teeth of the men drop out, they lose
their appetite, become emaciated, and
as a rule seldom live longer than two
years.
Chloride of lime, employed by
bleachers, . frequently destroys the
enamel and dentine of the teeth. But
phosphorus, used so largely in the
manufacture of lucifer matches, af-
fects a very large number of persons,
women, girls, and children greatly pre-
ponderating.
People who work in soda factories
are affected by the teeth becoming
soft and translucent; they break off
close to the gums.
Dr. Hesse of LeipBic says that bak-
ers are likely to suffer from decayed
teeth on account of the flour entering
the mouth during work collecting om
and around the teeth, where it decom-
poses and generates an acid destruc-
tive to the dentine.
SALESMEN making small towns;
whole time or side line, should
carry our fast selling pocket side
line; special sales plan allowing
return of unsold goods makes quick
easy sales; $4 commission on each
order; something entirely new.
Write for outfit today. Canfield
Mfg. Co., 203 Sigel St., Chicago, 111.
2.
4.
.. 8.
It).
No.
No.
No
No.
Vepas, New Mexico.
LORENZO DELGADO,
(SEAL) Clerk.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
East Ecund
Arrive
. 9:10 p. m....
.11:05 p. m....
. 2:05 a. m...
. 1:45 p. m...,
West Bound
Arrive
. 1:20 p. m....
. 6:10 a. m...
. 4:20 j. m....
. 6:35 p. m. ..
Somewhat Peculiar Idea That Gave
Youngster a Great Sense of
Personal Injury.
Mrs. Flint, who always has an eye
and ear for childish troubles, stopped
one day on her way to a luncheon of
her college class because she saw a
stout little boy who was standing near
the curb and crying loudly. She un-
dertook to comfort the distressed
youngster.
She bent down, patted the tow-colore- d
head, gazed into the tear-staine- d
face, and made as it to wipe away the
traces of grief.
"Why, what is the matter, my dear
child?" asked she solicitously.
"M-m- y got a vacation
and and I haven't!" he roared.
"What a shame!" said the woman.
"Then you don't go to the same
school?"
"No, ma'am," came from the little
boy, in a fresh burst of sorrow, "I
I go to school
yet!" Exchange.
Depart
9:15 p. m.
11:05 p. m.
.2:10 a. m.
2:10 p. ra.
Depart
1:45 p. m.
6:15 a. m.
4:30 p. m.
7:00 p. m.
NOTICE. WANTED Young native girl for lighthousework. 414 Columbia.give anything away belonging to the The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
No.
No.
No.
No.
iliouse. Not even the smallest morsel.
ciub has leased the La Jara and TipII any one talks to you about your WANTED Experienced dining room
help. Plaza hotel.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
curth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
ATTORNEYS
lakes, which are the two northern-
most of th group of Kroenlg's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land rompany. No
person will be allowed ja hunt or WANTED Good girl for generalhousework. Mrs. H. G. Coors, 520
(mistress, tells the doing in their own
household, do not listen. Never gos-
sip to your mistress either. Be both
doat and blind to what goes on around
you, and above all things remember
that honesty and truthfulness will
never get you Into trouble.
"I have kept these rules before me
fish upon this property except mem- - Washington.
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
Attorneys-at-La-
Las Vegas, New Mexico
Ders of the club, and all parsons go
Two Sides to Be Considered. ing there must be prepared' to show For SaidPeg Woffington's Farewell.
Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson'- s tri
at all times and if those girls who
wonder why they cannot get along in
their situations would adopt them, I DENTISTSFOR SALE Four room house andumphant leave-takin- g of the theater
a membership- card in this organiza-
tion. Otherwise they will be a"rest-e-
for trespass-frig- .
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CLUB.
am sure their mistresses would be forms a strange contrast to the tragic
farewell of that popular stage favor
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390.-Me- ets in
W O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan-
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vega3, N. M.
quick to appreciate their services."
sun room, two lots, well, city
water and sheds; $550 cash. Box
244, East Las Vegas.Cheap Shirts In China.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 136
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
Chinese and Japanese shirt material
FOR SALE Horse, good size, noTalis of "Honey and Tar" from West
When a man Is hurrying along a
crowded street Intent on catching a
train or meeting an appointment, the
rest of the world is unbearably slow,
and everyone seems bent on getting
in his way. When he Is elbowed and
pushed, on the other hand, as he is
going his usual pace, by someone else
who is rushing ahead, he is quite as
impatient of the person who is not
willing to go with the crowd. The re-
former and the conservative each
may similarly reflect that the obstruc-
tive average and the eager exception
each represents a right and an advan-
tage of human nature, and must each
be considered. The art of seeing
when to leap ahead and when to be
and East
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., says, "It
ite, "Peg" Woffington, relates the Lon-
don Chronicle. Peg was playing Rosa-
lind at Covent Garden on the night of
May 17, 1757, for the benefit of two
minor "actors and a French dancer,
when she was overcome with sudden
faintness. She struggled bravely on
until the end, when she staggered oft
the stage. Recovering after a few mo-
ments, she came forward to speak the
epilogue, but had proceeded no fur
pony, tough, 9 years old; used to
35 mile trips, single or double;
worth $100. What offer? 803 Jack-
son avenue.
elves universal satisfaction and I use
Is cheap and attractive, and the low
jprice of labor enables the native tail-r- s
to place excellent shirts on tie
market at most reasonable prices and
"to make them to order. To Illustrate
(the low cost of labor I will give a
tepeclflo Instance which is Interesting
In this connection. A Chinese
tman who dresses in foreign style had
only Foley's Honey and Tar Com SUE
pound for my children." E. C. Rhodes
Middleton, Ga., writes, "I had a rack-
ing lagrippe cough and finally got re-
lief taking Foley's Honey and Tar Com
FOR SALE Bargain; house,
ell stable and fruit orchard; city
water; three lots. 918 Lincoln ave.
ther than "If I were among you I
would kiss as many of you as had pound." Use no other In your familypatient with the general movement is and refuse substitutes. O. G, Schaefer
more to be cultivated than nervous and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
CRYSTAL IGE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice,
2000 lbs or more, each delivery 20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery 25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery 40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
' 50c per 100 lbs
For Renthaste or contented conformity. The
Christian Register.
beards that pleased me, complexions
that liked me, and breaths that I "
when, exclaiming in agony, "O God!
O God!" she collapsed in a heap upon
the floor. She never returned to the
Btage.
FOR RENT Rooms for light house-keepi-
721 Fourth street.Ever Since.
The woman who can make bread, Fo YOU!
a native tailor come to his house and
snake shirts for him to order. The man
made at least one shirt a day, and re-
ceived 140 cash a day for his work
and his food in addition. As the food
cost not more than 110 cash, the total
cost a day did not exceed 250 cash,
which, at the present rate of exchange,
amounts to less than 10 cents United
'States currency. As the shirts which
this man made are excellent In every
"way, there is little inducement for the
Chinese to buy ready made shirts from
abroad, for similar arrangements canle made in any part of China, the cost
varying slightly.
indicates a contemporary, does not
make news. "She does not parade Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
FOR RErr Five rooms furnished
modern, centrally located. Inquire
Mary R. Allen, 1012 Eleventh street.This elegant Rogers' 1200 Lincoln AvePhone Main 227
,"v silver 5Doon
with the suffragists nor smash things
with the suffragettes. She walks
softly most of her days unhampered
by muscle-bindin- skirts." . . .
"She may be unchronicled, unquoted,
and unsung." No news value in the
whole story. Listen: "She seeketh
wool and flax and worketh willingly
FOR RENT Two furnished
house. 921 Lincoln.' V-- ) --- if you use
u; EMPRESS
FLOUR
FOR RENT Furnished Cottage. 417
Eighth Street.
Poet Not Used to Society.
James Hogg, poet, known as the
"Ettrick shepherd," was never quite
lappy away from the fields. Sir Wal-
ter Scott made a friend of him; but
he was not a social success. "In a
jhepherd's dress," writes a historian,
'and with hands fresh from sheep
shearing, he came to dine for the first
time with Scott in Castle street, and,
finding Mrs. Scott lying on the sofa.
Immediately stretched himself at full
length on another sofa; for, as he aft-
erward explained, I thought I could
not do better than imitate the lady of
the house.' At dinner, as the wine
passed, he advanced from 'Mr. Scott'
to 'Shirra' (sheriff), 'Scott,' 'Walter,
and finally 'Wattle,' till at supper he
convulsed every one by addressing
Mrs. Scott familiarly as 'Charlotte.'"
With her hands. , . . She riseth
also while it is yet night and, giveth
FOR RENT Five room cottage on
Mil. Phone Purple 5301.
meat to her household. . . . She
layeth her hands to the spindle and
her hands hold the distaff." Written
"Before Christ clr. 1015," and being a
RETAIL PRICES - -
2,000 lbs-- , or More, Each Del very 20c per 100 lbs
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery J 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery 30c per 100 lb.
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery , 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery 50c per 100 lbs.
AGUA PUBA COMPANY
Harvesters,' Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice. the Purity
IasUng Qualities oi Which Have Made Las Vega Famous
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
celebration of the one and only kind
of capacity in woman that men have
It "s giving you
a present for do-
ing something
you d do any
thought it wise to chronicle, quote
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
and sing about, either B. C. or A. D.
; Sign at Gettysburg.
t July 1, 18G3, on Cemetery Riilge,
near Gettysburg, Pa., was, posted this
iBign:
"All persons found using firearms in
these grounds will be prosecuted with
ithe utmost rigor of the law."
For the failure to enforce it you
tmust blame old John Burns, for he
rwaa the constable of Gettysburg, butkhe majesty of the law was himself
(blazing away with a borrowed gun.
And as accessory before the fact
you muBt Indict the man who had the
phoe store, for he, and not Hooker,
Meade or Lee, brought on the battlo
of Gettysburg. A detachment of men
in blue with holes in their shoes canio
Into town to clean out the store, ar...
at the same time came a detachmei
of gray with no shoes at all, and thou
the village ordinance against the
use of firearms began tn
jgo to pieces. American Magazine.
way when you
learn how Much
Betfer EMPRESS BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
Mrs. Little has opened rooms at 918FLOUR redb is.
Fighting Grasshoppers.
Giant grasshoppers are prevalent in
the West Indies, where they are re-
garded as a serious sporting proposi-
tion. These creatures are active, pow-
erful In proportion to th;ir size and of
exceedingly combative disposition. Ap-
parently they would rather fight than
eat up the crops and vegetation. They
Lincoln Ave. for Face and Neck Mas-
sage. Only latest methods are em ANT Ads
Are Best
Expert Advice.
She was a fastidious and. correctly
garbed New York woman, and she
dressed so inconspicuously that her
landlady, in the rural
community where she was spending
the summer, remarked to her one
day. '
"My daughter Maggie '11 tell ye how
ye ought to fix up to look swell and
stylish, if ye like. Maggie 'd jest
as not! She's a wonderful hand
at dressln'!"
"Ah has Maggie ever been to jNew
York?" evasively.
ployed. Hours from 10 a. m. to 5 p.
m. No work done on Saturdays ex-
cept by appointment. ' Price 50e
Made by GER-MA- N
PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE STAMPS
have spiked legs provided with spurs,
or gaffs, which they use as weapons' y Market Finders 1Appointments made for work at ladieshomes from 6:30 to 9:30 p. m.
Price $1.00
i ' '
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON IT 'SJ KTrees Have Eyes and See.A German scientist it is amazingthat nearly all the amazing things GENUINE WM.
"Well, she's been jest's fur. She s
been clean out to North Dakoty!" i
against one another after the manner
of trained gamecocks. A favorite pas-
time of the Carlb sports is to match a
pair of these Insect champions against
one another in a regulation contest,
which is fought on the fingers of a hu-
man umpire's hand often to his seri-
ous discomfort. There Is liberal bet-(Jn- g
on the favorites.
Icome from German scientists says
fco has discovered that trees have AUTOMOBILE, CARRIAGE
AMD
SIGN PAINTING
N. O. HERMAN
429 GRAND AVE.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD
SILVER
FRENCH- - j
,v
Classified ada. search ut the people to whom among au y
those who MIGHT BY the particular thiag la worth moat
That property rou want to sell la WORTH MOST i omoi
who reads the ads. in tla aawspaper and womld low Rear
your property unless It were advertised aer.
Others, who read and ana rer ads. In this aews?apar waat (a
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used maehtaar?
and furniture, articles of taefulness ef any sort, and musical fv
struments.
As the classified ads. are read bj all posail bajeis, ot au m
Ible sorts of thlas. they save corns to be fin dsn of ths best ma
kets.
GREY (STER-
LING) FINISH
(nyes and see. Not only trees, but all
Vegetable life; the grass, the orchid,
If he onion, the ragweed and the Easter
fcily.
The epidermic- cells of the leaves,
according to this German discoverer,
are merely so many convex lenses
v iiich record visual impressions much
s do the facets of an insect's eye. He
Bias succeeded, by means of miscro-ir-ir-p- y
and photography, in actually
the images which he has
Iv.atid in the "eyes" of tree9. They flf
iit differ greatly Lorn the imarjea
Jfu..n.ed Jn the eyea of human beings
Chinese Want Serious Reading.
Speaking of China, it is interesting
to note that neither fiction nor poetry
are in demand in that country that is
to say, not the white man's fiction or
poetry. The Intelligent Chinaman pre-
fers John Stuart Mills to anything
else, and Adam Smith, comes next.
The translators have tried the China-
man with Shakespeare, Byron, Scott,
Dickens and Thackeray, and he wants
none of them. But he does want sci-
ence, and he prefers the student's text-
book to anything else
l CHICHESTER S
MIAMI.
PILLS
Bad, Worse and Awfuf.
Within an inch, of space in his latest
story, Bernard Capes treats us to
these three comparisons:
"His face was as white as a drained
veaL"
"lie gave a scream like a runover
woman."
"He staggered back with a sob that
vas wrenciiod from him like a hook
from a fish's tfiroat."
EMPRESS
can be ob
lndtcM Ak yoHr for Ahl.ehe-te- Diamond Tirnnd
iMlUin Itrd fcnd Hld JnetaillAW
boxes, sealed vit.lt Blue kibtxn. V1'niiA tin nlhii. ftnv r V
lrufr-lt- . Ask fartll.Mrftis.TRlt HIMAMONI I! HA Nil l'llJ.H, l,,r
years known as Bt, fst, Always ReMabJ
tained in thi$ city from
XALL GROCERS SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERVVM
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Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the
Optic Office and get your GO-CYCL- E.
rxni nmi S
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o
Bring us ONE THREE MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
vance and 50c and the G0CYCLE is yours. o
o
C)
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o
u
Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for lyZ,Z'for which I agree
to pay In advance S
'
Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic lor "S for which I agree
to pay In advance $
NameName.
AddressAddress
Go-Cyc- le to be
given absolutely free to
Go-Cyc- le to be
given absolutely free to Name of boy or girtName of boy or girl ()(3f
Fill out these blanks and bring them with the money to
HylLI JIM yiJ;
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
( )
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'GORDON DUNCAN WEBS
; LOCAL NEWS jijI
r""i F Jft!
H lamps at 6:25
LOS ANGELES BELLE
WEDNESDAY
1LJglit automobile
o'clock this evening.isIfHi
. v. vl j CIJVV0 u.
month referred to those students. who
have not been successfully" vcci- aVitA
Several parents whose chlldre A aye
been already successfully vr
,3have made arrangements tc )a-y- tlleoperation performed agaa but thla
will not be necessary, according to
a statement from Superintendent
Rufus Mead. '
Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv. CLARA ADELLE RATHWELL
BECOMES BRIDE' OF POPULAR
LAS VEGAS MAN AT HOME OFThe reserved seat sale for the lec-
ture at the opera house Monday night
opened today.
HER PARENTS,
We have a limited supply of slightly used Ma- -
son Jars to dispose of et the following prices.
Half Gallons G5c Quarts 50c
Pints 4Gg
We have a complete line of new Mason and
Economy Jars at the lowest prices in the city.
The following account of the wed
ding of Gordon Duncan is taken from
a Los Angeles paper of Thursday, the
Folks, our spring and summer stock
of suits must be sold regardless of
price before September 1. Adv. day following the ceremony:
Mrs. M. E. Rathwell, 463 Centen-
nial street, announces tne marriage
of her daughter, Miss Clara Adelle
HIGHWAY PETITIONS TO
00 F WASHINGTON
JEVlSENTATIVES
FALL, CATRON, JONES AND
SENT COPIES OF PLEA
FOR COMPLETION OF SCENIC
R OAD ACROSS PECOS FOREST.
sHear two musical artists at the lec-
ture Monday night, Mrs. F. L. Reimer
and Mr. George A. Smith.
Hke CHOI' CHOW-PICALIL- LI
t A.
WE HAVE
Green Tomato Celery Cauliflower
Cucumbers y.
Chile Peppers Mango Peppers
STEARNS' STORE
Rathwell, to Gordon Scott Duncan $ tfof San Francisco, which was solem m en1 p innnized "Wednesday evening, August 6,Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Johnson have
moved from their former residence at
600 Columbia avenue to the Ryan resi-
dence on Seventh street.
623 Douglass Avenue
ait v. isasciarrtt wn cm
at the home of the bride's mother,
the Rev. Robert J. Coyne officiating,
in 'the presence of relatives and
friends. -
The living room was converted into
a bower of white and pink blossoms
and ferns, the marriage vows being
plighted beneath a huge bell of white
carnations and ferns.
Miss Elsie Brown rendered the wed
Ffisch's Golden Wedding Rye tfied
In wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the of course.
AdT,
Secretary w. H. Stark, of the Com-
mercial 'club this morning dispatched
to Assistant Secretary of the Interior
A. A. 'Jones, Senator T. B. Catron,
Senator A. B. Fall and Congressman
II. B. Fergusson copies of the peti-
tions of Las Vegas and Santa Fe fop
BUY Ail AUTO DtLfiVERY WAGON
Insures Prompt Oellvertem at minimum Exponas
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, teliable in operation cheaper than horse powerding marches.
C. W. G. Ward saw several produc-
tion of the famous Oberammergau
Passion Play and spent several months
thereafter treating the subject from
the lecture platform in eastern cities.
Z2
I' if" .III
'llTJTjII'Till t f lO I.' 6 1:1 'llII,. I. l n
mim hwhi 11THE OLD RELIABLE mm, wi
After a wedding suuer Mr. and
Mrs. Duncan left for a wedding trip
and will be at the home after October
1 in San Francisco, where Mr. Duncan
is engaged in business.
The marriage is the happy ending
of & romance begun in early school
days and this announcement will be
of much interest to the many friends
of both in Los Angeles and Las Vegas,
N. M., the bridegroom's former home.
the completion of the scenic highway
to Santa Fe through the Pecost forest
reserve. It ia expected that definite
action on this proposition will receive
the immediate attention of all thoBe
to whom the copies of the petitions
have been sent.
The petitions circulated about Las
Vegas were well filled, In fact there
is little doubt if any business man or
taxpayer was missed when Mr. Stark
and Hallett Raynolds made their can-
vass of the city. The petitions from
Santa Fe were also well filled and!
A marriage license was granted yes-
terday afternoon to Marina C. de Baca
and John Sckot, both 'of Dawson
They are 21 and 25 years of age re-
spectively and were married this
morning.
BAIT
I T' 1 Jin 1" Kin Ik rTWAGON
C Jp
A.HA5I EfilJ
Among the many enjoyable events
given in honor of this charming bride
was the shower with which Mrs,
Fletcher Ford of South Hill street
Come in and look over the values
all wool cassameres and worsteds we
offer at such ridiculously low prices.
$15 to $23 values for $8.45, $11.45,
$12.45 aid $15. Taichert's Clothing
Store - AdT.
entertained at her summer cottage,signed by
the most prominent of road
boosters. The question as to the
good to be accomplished when this
road is completed has been discussed
from every standpoint and is favorable
to the extreme. It will be, as has been
stated before, a new commercial line
between Las Vegas md Santa Fe and
wjll also afford one of the most spec-
tacular scenic drives In the country
fnr tourists making the trip from Las
Investigate its merits and obtain full partienbrs from
CHARLES ILFELD CO&1PAMY; Agents
Monday night's lecture, while deal-
ing principally with the Passion Play
will embody a number of interesting
personal experiences of European trav-
el and study. Less than an hour is
required for delivery
"The Laurad'a," , in Redondo Beach.
Surf bathing, games and music were
enjoyed and ' the bride-to-b- e was
showered with beautiful gifts.
A fish dinner was served and tiny
umbrellas with showers of pink roses
marked covers for Mrs. Ford, Miss
Rathwell, Miss Ruth Clay, Miss Marie
Carvell, Miss Annie Knapp, Miss Lena
Rathwell, Miss Margaret Sullivan,
Miss Clara Munger, Miss Josephine
Atwood, Miss Agnes Horan Miss Mil
' 4
V S. B H
The body of Jerome Fielding, who
fliif) mmdied here Friday morning, will be $1,050 FULLY EpPPfil V
Vesas to the Ancient City. A. A.
Jones, assistant secretary of the in-
terior department has signified that
he would give his hearty support to
the cause and no doubt action on the
dred Knapp, Miss Elsie Brown, Miss
sent to Meriden, Conn., tonight on
train No. 2. Burial will be made next
wfcek at Meriden. The body will be Loretta Carvell, Miss Harriett Diskey,Miss Esther Dillon and Miss Ethel
shipped by J. C. Johnsen & Son. matter will be taken at an early date. Leaver.Gross, Kelly Dr. Frank II. H. Roberts will occupy rT-o- t- -A At i, .in) ,w igfltj
the pulpit at the First Methodist Epis DAIRY INSPECTOR TOSole Agents copal church tomorrow morning andI .7. TODAY IN CONGRESSevening. The subject of the morning
discourse will be "The Nature of
God" and In the evening Dr. Roberts
BE LATEST AID
TO HEALTH
Senate: Continued tariff debate on
wool scedule.
OVERLAND f JGDF.L 59 T
will give an address on "The Mark
Bill to prevent interstate movementof Cain" which will be of special in
terest to the young people. of campaign funds raised for passage
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D.
.Raynolds, Vice President S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds. Cashier. H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Passed $50,000 appropriation forMILK TO BE TESTED AND ALL ES- -
government's participation in Knox.TABLISHMENTS SELLING IT TO
BE SUBJECTED TO RIGID RE yille conservation convention.
Meeting of election committee callQUIREMENTS.
ed for Wednesday night to consider
Telephone or call and we will have otir demon-
strator show you
Las Vegas Aulomaiiile 5 jlacte Co
Phjne Main ,44 .Vhalen, & Fowler Wcps
TICKET SALES GOING
AHEAD NICELY FOR
LECTURE COURSE
seating H. S. Clayton ks a senatorThe ordinance that is being drawn
from Alabama.up by the city attorney providing for
House: Currency caucus continued.the establishment of the office of a
Lobby committee heard Martin M.
Mulhall.
city dairy inspector will be, if passed
by the city council, a most beneficial
instrument for the citizens of the cityGREAT SUCCESS BEING ATTAINED
HOERR SOUTHWESTERN CHAMP
Dallas, Tex., Aug. 23. Roland Hoerr
BY SECRETARY LE NOIR OF Y.
M. C. A. AND MISS VASTINE OF
RIDPATH BUREAU. of St. Louis won the southwestern
destrict tennis singles championship
as a whole. The office if created will
create an inspector who will inspect
all dairy and other cows in the city
once a year and who will make gen-
eral inspections at all times of the
premises in which tnese animals are
kept and the care taken of milk.
I
-
Summer-and- ' ffl
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. X M
Capital. $100. OOU Surplus, and Undivided Pkofits $35,000
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac-
commodation Within the Scope o( Good Banking.
interest Paid on Time Deposits
here today, defeating Bradley B.During the past few days Secretary
Hogue of Dallas, 6-- 11-1-P. H LeNoir and Viss Verna Vastine,
representative of the Ridpath Lyceum R3ISeveral months ago an inspectionBureau, have met with marked suc Specie!of milk by several people showed that cicoreicess In selling season ticxets for the Of! nBI68formaldehyde was being used by a SANITARY!certain dairyman for the preservationof the milk and inspection of the milk
BAKERY GOODS
course that is to be given in Las
Vegas within the next seven months.
This will be the first appearance of
this bureau in Las Vegat. The course
Js tinder the auspices of the Y M. C.
A. One of the companies under the
management of the Ridpath bureau,
the Ben Greet Players, presented a
Shakespearean play here last winter
under the management of the local
Elks club. This is the only exception
and this year's' . . appearance of the
CALIFORNIA fi? NORTHWEST
Round trip tickets will be on sale dailyfrom June i to September 30, 1913, withfinal limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913
at other times has shown that the
liquid has been diluted. With the
city milk .and dairy inspector all dan-
ger from this will be averted as sam-
ples of the milk of any dairies will be
taken at any time the inspector sees
fit. Examinations of the milk will be
made for bacilli, also insuring for the
public that the milk will he pure
biologically. Inspections will be made
of the milking rooms, the stables and
AT THE HOME of THE BEST
OF EVERYTHING EATABLE
THE BEST THAT
CAN BE MADEcomplete course will be the "first Ob, $48.50
$43.50
$55.00
$50.00
Los Angeles or San Diego --
Special dates, shorter limit -
San Francisco - - - --
Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle --
Special dates, shorter limit -
all buildings in which cows are kept
or milk is prepared for delivery to
the public. This office Is not an ex-
ceptional one. In some states the
state law requires such an officer for
each city. There is little doubt but
that this office will be created. Ac-
tion on the matter by the city council
is being closely watched by the public.
We a. re head-
quarters for fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits in Season
RICHELIEU CANNED GOODS
The Best That Money Can Buy
this class of art.
Miss Vastine, who has been engaged
with this company for several years,
is acquainted with all the different
entertainments and recommends them
as being excelelnt.
Miss Vastine at one time made an
aeroplane trip with Montraville Wood,
who uses the gyroscope attachment
on his plane. She found it most in-
teresting. The ticket sale has advanc-
ed some 30 per cent since the early
part of the week and pnly a few more
season tickets remain to be sold. The
Las Vegas people are taking to the
course with proper esthusiasm and
little difficulty has been experienced
in selling the pastboards.
$77.50
$72.50
Tickets are first class, good for stopoversin either direction, and for further particulars
as to routing etc.. please call at ticket office.
STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES EVERY DAY
FIVE PERISH BY FIRE
.
Dubuque, Aug. 23. It was positive-
ly declared today that the body found
in the burned barn at the Sternweis
home, where the family of five per-
ished, was that of Mrs. Sternweis.
This was determined when gold and
other false teeth were discovered in
the ashes of the ruins. The funeral
of the five dead was held today.
THE GRAAF & TIAY WARD
CO. STORE D. L. BATCH ELOR., Agent
The workmen's compensation act, During the last fiscal year the var- -CD. BOUCHER
PHONE MAIN 4 and 24 1
EL PORVENIR
The 'Ideal Mountain Resort
Phone Main 20 and Olive 5174
3 of the state of Washington, has been ius unions affiliated with the Ameri
can Federation
.
of Labor paid out inRYOODY HEADS TEE Li VEGAS OPTIC
"HARVEY'S"
Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. Car-
riage out every Saturday. Leave
,
at Murpbey's or Plaza hotel.
declared constitutional by the United
States district court for the western
district of Washington.
benefits all told, exclusive of strike
benefits, $2,757,162.
